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INTRODUCTION 
Long distance disaomination of the oak wilt pathogen, 
Endoconidiophora fap:acearum Bretz, is probably one of the 
more intriguing aspects of oak wilt research today. Lack 
of knowledge pertaining to the perfect stage of the fungus 
slowed progress along this line for some time. Recently, 
the role of birds, rodents and insects appeared more plaus­
ible v/ith the discovery of sporulating mats and pads of the 
funpjus between the wood and loosened bark of oak wilt killed 
trees (Curl, Stessel and Zuckertaan 1952) . Birds appeared 
to be likely vectors, since Heald and Studhalter (1914) 
showed that birds were carriers of the chestnut blight or-
Kanlsm. 
Demonstration that the oak wilt organism could be trans­
mitted through root grafts (Kuntz and Riker 1950a) suggested 
the possibility that control of local spread might be exer­
cised by severing naturally occurring root connections. Past 
attempts to break these connections involved cutting diseased 
trees, severing root connections with a large knife and 
poisoning healthy trees adjacent to diseased ones. In this 
study poisoning trees was investigated because of its appar­
ent practicability under the various conditions present in 
Iowa. 
The above methods, however, are not applicable for 
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control in residential areas and parka because of the high 
aesthetic value placed on each tree. The success reported 
with chemotherapeutants for the control of Dutch elm disease 
(Dlmond 1947a,b, 1948) suggested experiments with chemicals 
to control oak wilt of trees with high individual value 
(Hoffman 1950, 1951). Preliminary results were promising 
enough to warrant conducting the experiments reported herein. 
REVIEW OP' LITERATURE 
Dissemination of Plant Pathogens by Birds 
Early investigations by V/alte (1898) revealed that hum­
ming birds, sapsviokers and possibly other birds were dissemi­
nators of the bll^t organism Erwlnla amylovora (Burr.) Wins-
low. It was later v/hen chestnut blight became quite serious 
that the subject of birds as possible vectors of the pathogen 
Endothia iJarasitlca (Murr*) A. & A. was suggested. Murril 
(1906) made the statement which sounds much like those made 
of oak wilt today, that the spores of the chestnut blif^t 
organism could be disseminated by the wind and other agencies 
such as Insects, birds and squirrels, ^/oodpeckers were sug­
gested by other investigators (Penn. Chestnut Eilight Conf. 
1912). All statements were based on circvimstantial evidence 
until Heald and Studhalter (1914) presented evidence that 
birds, particularly woodpeckers, did carry the fungus, 
Endothia parasitica. Nearly all the birds they tested vjere 
shot on or near cankers. The birds' beaks, feet and tail 
feathers were tested for the presence of the blight organism 
by washing the former in water and running dilution plates. 
From a total of thirty-six birds shot, nineteen, seven of 
which were not shot on cankers, were found to be carrying 
spores of the chestnut blight fungus. Downy woodpeckers 
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yielded the highest spore count, with brovm creepers next. 
Therefore, it was concluded that birds wore possible vectors 
of the pathogen. 
The positive results of Ileald and Studhalter (1914) 
I)lu3 the fact oak v^ilt la a vascular parasite stimulated 
Interest in birds, particularly woodpeckers as possible 
vectors of oak wilt. The role of birds was made more plaus­
ible when sporulating mats and pads were discovered between 
the wood and loosened bark of oak wilt killed trees in Illi­
nois (Curl, Stessel and Zuckerman 1952). 
When the habits of birds were reviewed it was found that 
woodpeckers, nuthatches, brown creepers and possibly chicka­
dees were the most likely species to come in contact with 
the oalc wilt x)athoBen. According to Anderson (1907) wood­
peckers are particularly adapted for climbing or creeping 
on the bark of trees. They have sharp beaks which are well 
adapted to chip wood and bark in search for food such as 
larvae or adult insects. Nuthatches also have this type of 
chlselinr-^ bill which is used to obtain food from trees, par­
ticularly to find Insects beneath the bark. Woodpeckers and 
nuthatches along with the creepers and chickadees secure 
most types of insect food a tree harbors (Flckwell 1939)» 
The hairy woodpecker Dryobates vllloaua villosus (L.) 
and its almost exact counterpart differing only in its 
smaller size, the downy woodpecker Dryobatea pubescena 
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medlanua (Swain.), are common throughout the state of Iowa. 
Their habits aro very similar, both remaining throu^^out the 
winter months. They are of great value as destroyers of 
various wood-boring insects. 'J'he red-headed v/oodpecker 
Melanerpea erythracephalus (L.) is found more in the summer, 
arriving- about the first of May and leaving the last of 
September. TVie red-bellied woodpecker Centurus carolinus 
(Linn), which is more or less migratory, is found in the 
southern and central parts of the state and very rarely in 
the northern part. The northern flicker (yellow-shafted) 
Calaptes auratua luteu.3 Bangs, is the most comjiion woodpecker 
in Iowa, arriving in March and departing in September. Kow-
evor, it has been observed in November, December and February 
in Winnebago county. The brown creeper Certhia familiaris 
americana (Bonaparte), having habits similar to woodpeckers, 
is migratory and is more common in the winter. Usually 
found the latter part of September until the last of April, 
it rarel^; remains during the summer. The white-breasted 
nuthatch, a very agile bird, is a common resident throughout 
the year in Iowa (Anderson 1908). 
Silvicldes 
Early investigations for the control of oak wilt dealt 
with various sanitation methods (Dietz and Barratt 1946, 
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Dletz and Young 1948, Melhua and Dlotz 1944). Later root 
grafts were found to occur between oak trees and were demon­
strated to be instrumantal In local transmission of oak wilt 
(Hoffman 1950; Kuntz and hiker 1960a, 1951). With this new 
knowledge pertaining to the tranamiaalon of oak wilt, other 
methods of control were investigated. The general aim was 
to destroy root grafts connecting healthy and diseased trees. 
Root connections were severed or broken with a large knife 
attached to a tractor or by trenching in vyiaconain (Kuntz 
and Riker 1951). Poisoning healthy trees adjacent to oak 
wilt trees haa alao been used to destroy the natural root 
graft network (Hoffman 1951; Kuntz and Riker 1950b, 1951, 
1952)t Of the various methods uaed, chemical poisoning aeema 
to be the only one adapted to conditions that are commonly 
associated with oak growing sitea. It would alao appear 
that a more complete kill of trees and roots would be at­
tained with this method. 
Dp to this time little investigation has been conducted 
on the use of chemicals for killing large oak trees. Moat 
of the literature on the new organic weed killers deals with 
brush control or the control of inferior trees in forest 
plantations. 
Basal spray applications of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D or mix­
tures of the two have shown tmich jpromise for killing woody 
plants (Beatty 1951a,b; Coulter 1949; Darrovif and Gleaaon 
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1951; Egler 1950; Hoffman 1951)• Of the two chemicals, 
2,4,5-']' seems to he superior to 2,4-D for killing oak trees. 
Coulter (1949) found that 8000 p.p.m. of 2,4,5-T gave nearly 
complete top kill of hasswood. The 2,4,5-T treated trees 
failed to produce leaves in the spring, whereas trees treated 
with mixtures of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D did produce leaves. 
Beatty (1951a,b) found 2,4,5-T to be more effective in sup­
pressing resprouting with most woody species than mixtures 
of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T when used at the same concentration. 
Bllder and Gassaway (1950) noticed that 2,4,5-T gave better 
kill than 2,4-D In all applications when they were used as 
basal sprays alone and in combination. 
Of the two carriers used for 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D when ap­
plied as basal sprays, oil seems to be superior to water 
(Arends 1952, Arends and Coulter 1952, Darrow and Gleason 
1951, McCully and Darrow 1952). However Beatty (1951b) re­
ported success with a mixture of an oil-water emulsion at 
the rate of ten gallons of oil to 90 gallons of water. He 
felt this was equal to oil as a carrier for both 2,4,5-T and 
2,4-D. 
When applying 2,4,5-T as a basal spray it has been found 
that volume rather than concentration la a more important 
factor in obtaining good kill. Coulter (1951) tested the 
relationship of spray volume and concentration on Quercus 
alba L. by applying seven different concentrations of 2,4,5-T 
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eater in dieael oil. The Importance of volume was domon-
atrated by the fact that four pounds acid equivalent per 100 
gallons at a hl/jh or moderate volume gave better results than 
a concentration of 40 pounds applied in low volume. Wilson 
(1952) also made tests with various concentrations at differ­
ent rates of application to alba* He found that oven 
v;lth high concentrations an adequate volume had to he applied 
to got the same results as those applied at lower concentra­
tions# These workers advocate application of material so 
that runoff to the root collar occurs. More recent work by 
Bramble at al. (1953) Indicates the root collar is the key 
to suppression of sprouting in scnab oak. Using four per 
cent by volume of 2,4,5-T, the following applications were 
made to Quercus ilicifolia Vi'angenh.: (1) To lower twelve 
inches of stem only; (2) To the root collar onlyj (3) Combi­
nation of (1) and (2); (4) Applied to the ground in a two-
foot circle; (5) Sprayed to lower twelve inches of stem with 
excess material so that there was runoff toward the root 
collar. The following results were obtained; (1) Complete 
top-kill with sprouting; (2) Complete top-kill without 
sprouts; (3) Complete top-kill without sprouts; (4) No ef­
fect; (5) Complete top-kill with little sprouting. 
The effectiveness of basal sprays of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D 
seem to vary when applied at different times during the year. 
E'lder and Classav^ay (1950) found that applications of both 
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chemicals gave the Vjeat retarlta v/hen applied aa basal treat-
merita In Decomb«r and March. Very little in.iviry occurred 
when applications were made from May through August. Fieatty 
(1951b) advocated treatments wben the bixds wore beginninf'; to 
av;ell. McCully and Darrow (1952) noted inconsistent seasonal 
efx'ectivenoas of 2,4,5-T v/hen applied at tvio different sites. 
The dormant season treatments were superior to Ai^ril and Juno 
treatments in one site while the other shov/ed better results 
in the summer. Kuntz and Riker (1952) found that 2,4,5-T 
and 2,4-D and mixtures of both were more effective when ap­
plied in I/iarch, April and May. Those same results were noted 
by Hoffman (1951) when 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T killed oaks rapidly 
and completely during the dormant and spring treatments, but 
as the season progressed these chemicals were loss offnctlve. 
The application of chemicals to frills and bore-holes 
on trees has received rmch attention of late (Arends and 
Coulter 1952, 1953; Elder and Cassaway 1950; Gleason 1952, 
1953; Grano 1952a,b, 1955; Kuntz and Riker 1950b, 1952; 
Leonard 1953; Stoeokelor 1950)• These methods wore probably 
introdiiced by foresters in the pilp industry throuf;;h their 
search for some method of debarking trees. One of the 
earlier chemicals used for this ijurpose was sodium arsenite. 
More recently ammonium aulfaniate, eaters of 2,4,5-T, and 
esters and amines of 2,4-D have been used. Sodium arsenite 
was found to be more effective for initiating bark peeling 
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than the hormone weed klllora (Wilcox 1954). He makes the 
statement that the "sap peeling time" from i/iay 15 to August 7 
was the beat time to apply this chemical to frills. Other 
investigators have also found sodium nrsenite to be sv^i^erior 
to other chemicals v/hon applied to holes in the base of oak 
trees during the summer (Knntz and Riker 1950, 1952)« 
The potential toxicity of sodium arsenite to wildlife 
and man has detracted from Its usefvxlness. Hov;sver, Wilcox 
(1954) made a careful study of this and found that losses of 
wildlife are negligible when proper techniques are employed, 
lie states, "The actunl danger period follov/ing treatment is 
very short". 
In general 2,4,5-T eater solutions in oil appear to be 
more effective v/hen applied to frilled trees than as basal 
sprays (Elder and fiassaway 1950; Grano 1952, 1955; Kuntz and 
Hiker 1952; Hughes 1955). One and five per cent solutions of 
2,4,5-T and 2,4-D in dlesel oil and kerosene caused quicker 
top-kill of trees that were frilled according to Klder and 
Gassaway (1950). Kuntz and Riker (1952) using 2,4,5~'r and 
2,4-D alone and In mixtures found the injury to scrub oak 
was most severe to both the foliage and inner bark with 
frilled trees* 
In most cases ammonium sulfamate (Ammate) when applied 
to frills has been inferior to the hormone typo chemicals for 
killing trees. Stoeckelor (1950), using Incomplete frills. 
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applied a tablespoon full of ammonium aulfaniate to each frill 
and had 73.7 per cent kill withoixt sproutln,^' on scmb oak 
In Wisconsin. Kuntz and Riker (1952) found Aramate to be more 
effective when applied to frills rather than holes. However, 
sprovitlng resulted and streaks of live tissue often remained. 
Crano (19 52) studied the movement of sulfamato poisons usin^^ 
the crystalline form of cupric sulfamate. TViis chomical v/as 
applied in notches at ground level at six-inch intervals 
around the boles of several Que reus f alcata f.'ichx. trees. 
His results shov/ed some radial movement to heartwood, no 
visible tanf!;ential movement, dovmvvard movement to roots could 
be followed for at least two feet and upward movement could 
be followed for thirty-tv/o feet. Other results of Grano 
(1952, 1953) indicated seitlsfactory kill of red oaks through 
the application of ammoniura sulfamate solutions to frilled 
trees. Crystals and pellets in cups eliminated sprouts com­
pletely and satisfactorily killed ti-ees up to nine inches 
In d.b.h. 
The amine of 2,4-D has been found to be effective for 
top kill of elm v;hen applied undiluted to notches in the 
trunks of trees. Better results were noticed from late fall 
and v/inter treatments (Oleason 1952). Leonard (1953) men~ 
tioned the cut-surface method usinf^; 2,4-D amine on live oaks. 
Trees were fovtnd to be sensitive at all times of the year, 
althouo;h less material vjas required to kill the trees in the 
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winter and apring. Hia results were undoubtedly better be­
cause of his \i3o of continuous frills. 
Little information could bo foimd pertaining to frround 
application of ailvicldea. K\intz and Riker (1952) fo\ind 
C.M.U. to be a glow but effective cheraical for kill of scrub 
oak. They found that sodium T.C.A. applied at the rate of 
twenty pounds per acre caused little or no Injury to ti'eated 
oaks. Later work by Kuntz (1953) with water susjjenaions, 
rapidly disintegrating pellets and slovjly disintegrating 
pellets at 300, 100, 50 and 25 poundv-s of C.M.U. per acre gave 
variable results when used for two seasons. 
Fair success has been attained with C.M.U. solutions 
used as basal sprays to post ancl black jack otiks in Texas 
(McCully and Darrow 1952)• 
Chemotherapy 
Plant chemotherapy can be defined as the control of 
plant diseases by c?iemical compounds that, through their 
effect upon the host or pathogen, reduce or nullify the ef­
fect of the pathogen after it has entered the plant (Horafall 
and Dimond 1951). The chemical compounds used for this pur­
pose are referred to as chemotherapeutanta. Certain types 
of choraotherapeutants have been recognized. These include 
compounda that antidote toxins formed by the pathogen, but 
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do not act on the pathogen itself; compounds that alter the 
metaboliam of the host so that its realatance to infections 
is increased and systetnic fungicidea that are translocated 
to the locua of infection and act directly upon the pathogen 
(Diraond e_t al« 1952) • A cheraotherapeutant may be iised either 
to prevent or cure infections by a, plant pathogen. Sharvelle 
(1952) malies the distinction between chemical prophyl;axia 
v/hich prevents Infection and chemotherapeutic treatment which 
cures infection. Diniond e;t aJL. (1952) did not agree with this 
theory of distinjfjiiahlng between prevention and cure. They 
state that the difference between prevention and cure is a 
matter of time relative to when Inoculation ocouis. In ex­
perimental work it may be impossible to aay whether or not 
infection has occiirred. 
Chemotherapy as a technique for control of plant dis­
eases has been known for many years but only recently have 
its great posaibilltiea been revealed. It has shown promise 
for the control of diseases that until now were not con­
trollable with established techniques. Examples include the 
vascular diseases caiisod by species of lAisarlum, the bleeding 
canker disease of hard maple and the Dutch elm disease. 
Other systemic diseases have also shown promise of control 
by the chemotherapeutic approach. 
••.rhe discovery by Howard (1941) that the fungus, Fhyto-
phthora cactorum (Leb. k Cohn) Schroet., causing the bleeding 
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canker dlaoaae of hard maple, produced a toxin that could 
bo antidoted by an azo dye gave great Impetus to the chemo-
therapeutic approach for controlling plant diseases. He 
found that the pathogen 1_. cactorum affected the host by 
producing a toxin that caused v/ilting of the leaves. He 
].')r0p03ed antidoting these toxins with chemical compounds 
v/hich could be injected into the tree. The toxin was shown 
to be neutralized In culture filtrates when mixed with 
diaminoazobenzene dihydrochloride. The same compound in­
jected into diseased trees alleviated wilting symptoms of 
these trees. A short time after this investigation, the 
fungus, Ceratostomella ulmi (Schwarz) Bulsman, causing Dutch 
elm disease was found to produce a toxin (Zentmyer 1942a,b). 
Pie suggested that the tree might outgrov/ and wall off the 
Infection, if the fungous toxin could be antidoted for a 
sufficient time by injection of a suitable chemical. At 
about the same time llorafall and Zentmyer (1942) indicated 
that toxins of Dutch elm disease and Verticillium wilt of 
eggplant and maple may bo weakened, possibly eliminated by 
internal chemotherapy. The compounds suggested were 8-hydroxy 
quinolino sulfate, urea, malachite green and ammonia. 
Along with this early work, Stoddard (1942) successfully 
inactivated in vivo the virus of X-dlsoase of peach vdth 
chemicals. Rirthor investigations injecting the chemicals 
into Inoculated trees reduced X-dlsease infection of peach 
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trees (Stoddard 1944), 
In more recent investigations, plant chemotherapy haa 
shown promise in controlling plant diaeaaea, i.e. the already 
mentioned Dutch elm disease (Dimond 3.947a,b, 1948; Dimond and 
Davis 1952; Dimond et 1949; Feldman e^ 1949, 1950; 
liorsfall anci Zentmyer 1952; Zentmyer 1942b), common bacterial 
blight of beans (Dimond and Stoddard 1948), bean jTust (Yar-
wood 1947), strav/berry red ctele (Stoddard 1951b), Fiisarium 
wilt of carnations (Stoddard 1951a), I'^tsarium wilt of toma­
toes (Dimond Gt_ ajL. 1952) and oak wilt (Hoffman 1950, 1951, 
1953) . 
A large number of organic compounds have been used as 
therapeutant3.• One of the first was diaminoazobenzene di-
hydrochlorido injected into maple to combat the bleedinp; 
canker disease of that species (Howard 1941). A mixture of 
calcium hydroxide, \irea, salicylate and an azo dye vms pro­
posed as a chemotherapeutant for Dutch elm disease (Peldman 
et al» 1950). After the work of Horsfall and Zentmyer (1942), 
a-quinolinol benzoate has been used commercially for the con­
trol of Dutch elm disease. ?/iore recent work by Dimond and 
Davis (1952) on control of Dutch elm disease uncovered other 
possible chemicals, i.e. salts of 2-carboxymethylmercapto-
benzothiazole. Both 4-dichloro-3,5-dimethyl phenoxy ethanol 
and 2-norcamphone methanol have been effective for the con­
trol of ^''usarium wilt of tomatoes and carnations (Dimond and 
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Chairman 1951, Stoddard 1951) • Among the chemicals investi­
gated for the control of oak v;ilt. Malachite green, sodium 
2-morcaptobon2othlzole plus sodium dimethyIdlthiocarbamate, 
disociium ethylene biadithlocarbamate, urea, lime and a few 
experimental chemicals have shown promise (Hoffman 1951, 
1953). 
Some investigators have attempted to ahov; the mechanism 
of action of chemotherapeutants. Evidence was found that 
8-hydroxy quinollne owes its action to the phenomenon of form­
ing salts with metal ions, particularly zinc in this case, 
and thus rendering them unavailable to the organism, Cera-
toatomella ulmi (Zentmyer 1944). This theory suggested that 
other reagents for metals or other products of intermediary 
cell metaboliam might also be fungistatic or fungicidal, i.e. 
amino acids, amines, and aldehydes (Horsfall and Zentmyer 
1944). The same phenomenon was proposed for dlsodlum ethylene 
bisdlthlocarbamate by Barratt and Horsfall (1947). They used 
spores of Macrosporium sarcinaeforme Cav» to assay the toxic­
ity of numerous derivatives of the above chemical and pro­
posed tliat the intact molecule may function by procipltating 
the metals necessary for the enzyme systems of the spore. 
They also theorized that the major part of the toxicity la 
due to H2S liberated during decomposition. 
According to Chapman (1951) chemotherapeutants applied 
prior to Infection must locate near the infection court. He 
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found that 8-hydroxy quinoline benzoate la not ahaorbed by 
celluloalc substances and la translocated through the plant 
to the top. This chemical was shown to be more effective 
against the elm tv/lg invading Geratoatomella ulmi than the 
root Invading PUaarlum oxyaporum f. lycoDeraicl (Sacc.) 
Snyder & Hansen. Recently Davis (1952) suggested that chemo-
therapeutic activity may be independent of fungous toxicity, 
i.e. it may alter the susceptibility of the host to disease 
by causing pronounced changes in its metabolism. 
The relation of chemical structure to chemotherapeutic 
activity was one of the studies made by Dimond et a^. (1952) 
in their studies on plant chemotherapy evaluation by the 
Tomato-PXisai'lum wilt assay. These investigations on the 
mechanisms of action of chemotherapeutants will certainly 
lead to a better understanding of the field of chemotherapy, 
and uncover more rapid techniques for screening chemothera­
peutant s • 
The method of direct bole injection of chemicals received 
much attention at the beginninj^ of plant chemotherapy investi­
gations (Hoffman 1950} Hov/ard 1941j Rumbold 1920a,b; Zentrayer 
et al. 1946). Soil applications of chemicals have been found 
to be superior to direct bole injection for the control of 
Dutch elm. disease. Extensive experiments have shown that 
distribution of the chemotherapeutant is more uniform and 
that results of treatments are more pronounced and more 
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\xniform v/hen chemicala are absorbed through roots (Llmond et 
al. 1949). The inveatigationg by Stamm (1946) showed that 
the flow of v/ater and v/ater aolutlona throu(dT sticks of v/ood 
in the lonp-ltudinal direction was about a hundred times 
greater than that in the radial or tangential direction. 
This woiild mean that a chemical injected into the trunk of 
a tree might be v/ell distributed up and down but j:)00rly dis­
tributed tangentially or radially. Early work v;ith direct 
bole injection of chemicals for oak vdlt control were unsuc­
cessful (Hoffman 1950)« However, results were somewhat bet­
ter v/hen chemicals were applied to the soil v/ith a soil 
injection needle in the root zone of small trees (Hoffman 
1951). 
Recently, foliage applications of chemoth0rai)eutantg 
have been reported. Limited inveatigations on this type of 
application to greenhouse seedlings v;ere conducted by Hoff­
man (1951) with some aucceaa. More recently under greenhouse 
and field conditions he reported significant results with 
both foliage and aoil applications of chemicala to seedling 
and sapling red, live and black oaks immediately following 
oak wilt symptom expression. Among the effective chemicals 
were urea, lime, Monsanto-4370 and Vanclde 51 (Hoffman 1953). 
Salts of 2-carboxymethylmercaptobenzothiazole plus a non-
phytotoxic oil reduced the severity of Dutch elm disease 
when apiplied before inoculation as a foliafje spray (Dimond 
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and Davla 1952) . I'hoy abated that apraylnp therapoutants 
on elma v/aa much easier and chenpor than soil applications 
and was better for trees in the city surrounded "by pavement. 
Of the three methods described above, foliage sprays would 
certainly be the most desirable from the standpoint of ease 
of application. 
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DISSEiVlINATIOW STUDIES WH'!! BIRDS 
Methods and Materials 
Isolation of the chestnut blight organism from birds 
(Heald and Studhalter 1914) and observations of the habits 
of birds, especially woodpeckers in oak stands, suggested 
them as possible vectors of Endoconidiophora fagacearum* 
Early assumptions were based on the possible acquisition of 
the fung^is by birds through their feeding near the sapwood 
of diseased trees* The discovery of macroscopic sporulating 
mats and pads between the v;ood and loosened bark of oak wilt 
killed trees (Curl, Stessel and Zuckerman 1952) demonstrated 
further means by which birds could obtain E. fagacearumc 
Birds were trapped, banded, tested for fungi and re­
leased. This method facilitated a greater number of isola­
tions in that most birds could be tested more than once. 
After the discovery of fungous mats and pads automatic traps 
were placed on trees producing such structures. During this 
time a few birds were shot on diseased trees and taken to 
the laboratory for a more thorough investigation. 
Baitinp: birds 
With the cooperation of the Iowa Conservation Commission 
and the help of one of its conservation officers, ivl. L. Jones, 
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feeding stations were sot up in two oak wilt areas. Pilot 
Knob ytate Park aiid Call state I'ark, In November, 1951. 
i'ilct Knob undoubtedly has nioro oak wilt than any other area 
in Iowa and Call has a i.;;reat many diseased trees also. These 
feedin,:- stations were established to attract the birds to 
certain areas and acquaint them with the feeder traps. They 
were fed every two weeks throughout the winter of 1951-52. 
Actual trapping was begun in I.Tarch, 1952. 
The feeder traps, Pi£^re 1, which will be described 
later usually contained beef suet as bait. Pecan and walnut 
nutmeats as well as corn v/ere used also. The nutmeats were 
usually placed on boards hung on the limbs of trees. Corn 
was placed in gallon cans inverted go they wore raised i- -
inch above the boards. As birds ate the corn it would flov/ 
out from the space betv/een the can and the board until it 
reached the level of the opening. This is the same principle 
used to supply water to chickens. Beef suet was also used 
in some automatic traps. In some cases walnut meats were 
placed in and about the traps as well as in bark crevices on 
the tree. 
Cap'es for trappin;y 
Traps used at the feeding stations^ Figures 1 and 2, 
were attached to the trees. Figure 1, at a height of approxi­
mately six feet. The back board of the traps was flush with 
Figure 1. Jbunnel trap on the left and feeder trap on the 
right attached to trees. Photographs from 
Kodachrome transparencies by Dr. V/. H. Bragonier. 
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Figure 2. Front view on the left and rear view on the right 
of the feeder trap. Note collection cage attached 
to the back. Photographs by Dr. J. A. Browning. 
«i»»i 
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the tree trunk facilitating easy entrance to the trap for 
the birds. Strips of bark were attached to the back board 
to alraulate nattiral conditions. The container for the suet, 
shown Inslcie the main cage, was filled from an opening in 
the back. The opening in the upper right hand corner of the 
backboard, is the entrance to a smaller trap called the col­
lection trap. Thla is hooked to the back of the main trap, 
Figure 2* The main door to the trap is on the side next to 
the tree. This door was left propped open and the collection 
trap detached when leaving the area. This allov/ed the birds 
free access to the traps for feeding. 
The actual trappin^^; procedure was accomplished by first 
attachin!,^; the collection trap to the back of the feeding trap 
covering the araall opening in the upper corner. Next, a fish 
line \va3 attached to the top of the sliding door of the feed­
er trap, the prop removed and the line carefully drawn out 
to a blind. This line was held off the ground by rings at­
tached to trees, so the door of the cage could be controlled 
manually from the blind. A small weight on the end of the 
line kept the door open, y^hen a bird entered the trap the per­
son in the blind lifted the weight thus closing the door. The 
bird invariably became excited and went out the back opening 
becoming caught automatically in the collection trap. The 
bird was then brought to the blind in the trap. There it was 
banded, isolations v;ere made from its beak and throat, and 
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then It v/aa released. 
'j.he above method of trapping birds fed throughout the 
winter vms used from IJarch 8, 1952 througti July with birds 
beln^i; trapped at one or two week intervals. More trapping 
was done at Pilot Knob State Park than at Call because the 
disease was more prevalent in this area. This trapping 
method was used only once in 1953 after which more emphasis 
was placed on automatic traps. 
One autoraatic trap, the funnel trap, Figure 1, v/aa open 
at the bottom with the sides extending in wing-faahlon down 
the tiunk of the tree. A collection trap was attached to 
one side over an opening; cut in the cage. The extended sides 
wore for the purpose of /guiding the bird tip into the trap as 
it looked for food. Eight of these traps were placed on mat 
producing trees at various places in Pilot Knob State Park 
in 1952. 
Another type of automatic traj), used during the seasons 
of 1953-54, was actually a feeder trap converted to an auto­
matic trap. A tripping device was made so that a bird feeding 
in the trap would come in contact v/ith the trigger and there­
by close the door, Fifi^re 2» 
Shooting; birds 
In June, 1952 several holes were observed in the bark 
on ti-unks of trees killed by oak wilt the previous season. 
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On cloaor observation it v/as found that theso holes wore made 
by birds (particularly woodpockors) and rodents. Figure 3. 
Black remnants of rnata v/ore found under these holea. Later 
observations in 1952 and the follov/lnc aoason revealed aporu-
latia,!'; tnats and pads in abundjinco on oak v/ilt killed treoa. 
It v/aa h7/pothe3ized that woodpeckers were probably feed-
in{^' upon the Insects that were attracted to these mats, 
Norris (1953b) studied inaocts aaaociated with mats and pads 
and found 26 apocies of insects belonging to fifteen families 
and two orders. The largest single family represented was 
the Nitidulidae or funf(;ou3 beetles* 
The above observations prompted the shootinii; of birds 
in order to catch them v/hile they v/ere actu.ally visiting and 
feeding on mat producing trees. One method used was to wait 
for birds to visit an area where there were trees with mats. 
When a bird visited a mat producing tree, it vjas usually al­
lowed to feed awhile in hopes that it would feed on insects 
inhabiting the mats and pads before it was shot. Another 
method was to visit several oak wilt areas at one-half or one 
hour intervals and shoot any birds found feeding on the mats 
and pads. 
The downy woodpecker, liairy v/oodpecker, nuthatch, and 
the brown creeper are in tVie habit of climbing over the bark 
of the trunk and larger branches. Consequently particular 
attention was paid to these birds v/hen watching oak wilt 
Figure 3. Comparison of "bark holes as caused by rodents on 
the left and birds on the right. Pointer indicates 
teeth marks. 
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areas• 
Isolation technlquea 
Ctxlturo medium used for most Isolations v/as a tv/o per-
cerxt potato-dextrose afiiar vjlth one drop of 25 percent lactic 
add added to each poured plate. Other typos of media were 
used in the hopes of dovoloplng a selective medium for E, 
faRaceanim. Oak-wood-extract agar with and without dextrose 
added, acorn-dextrose agar, chestnut agar, ox-bile agar and 
nutramigen agar were tested. 1'he latter is made with a com­
mercial baby food product, j^one of these seemed to be superi­
or to two i^ercent potato-dextrose agar. Therefore they were 
not used very extensively. 
Petri dish plates containing the sterile culture media 
wore taken to the field in sterilized fruit .iulce cans cov­
ered vrlth aluminum foil. Yi'hen the birds were taken from the 
traps they v/ere first banded, Kext their beaks were streaked 
several times across the nutrient medium. .Sterilized cotton 
swabs wore then used to swab the inside of the beak including 
the tongue and throat. These swabs were in turn streaked on 
the nutrient medium. The plates were brought back to the 
laboratory within five hours and incubated at a temperature 
of 25^C. After four days each fungous colony as it appeared 
on the streaked areas was transferred to P. D. A. tube slants 
for futvire observation. This procedure was followed until 
R3.1 the different types of fungous colonies had been trans­
ferred, Addltlomil Isolations were rnade from the feet, 
feces, and tall feathers of birds that were shot. A tech­
nique similar to that used by Heald and Stixdhalter (1914) 
was adopted for the birds killed In 1954. The birds v/ere 
shot, immediately wrapped in aliaminum foil and broup;ht back 
to the laboratory. Here the birds'beaks, feet and tall 
feathers were scrubbed with a sterile brush in sterile water. 
'.This wash v/ater was then used to make dilution plates. The 
standard dilution plate technique (Riker and Rlker 1936) 
ualn^?: two percent potato-dextrose agar with lactic acid added 
was used. This same dilvitlon plate technique was used to 
culture from the feces of all birds shot. 
Results 
Trappln<i: birds 
Attracting birds to certain areas with feeding stations 
was very successful. Within two weeks many birds were visit­
ing the feeder traps regularly. Downy and hairy woodpeckers 
visited these traps more frequently than other birds. Efforts 
were concentrated on trapping woodpeckers and nuthatches, 
althoupji several chickadees were trapped at the beginning of 
the investigation. 
Kor tVie initial trapping at Pilot Knob State Park in 
i'fxi^ch, 1952, 33 birds vjore trapped and tested. At one trap­
ping in July, 1952, a total of 47 birds, 44 of v/hicb wore 
downy woodpeckers, were caught in a single day. An average 
of twenty birds v/as caught for each trapping sosslon from 
;/;arch through July. The number and kinds of birds cauf^ht in 
fooder traps at Pilot Knob and Gall State Parka in 1952 are 
ahov/n in Table 1; thoso from Pilot Knob State Park in 1953 
in Table 2. E. fa;.':acearum was not recoverod from any of the 
birds trapped and tested in the 19 52-53 experiments using the 
fooder traps. 
Uainp; the ciilturoa from these experiments, a study of 
the fungoTJS flora from the birds was made by Tiffany al. 
(1954). They reported 440 different species in 41 genera 
from 309 birds. 
Trapping with eight automatic funnel traps durin(3: the 
season of 1952 was completely unsuccessful. Consoquently it 
was discarded as a technique to catch birds in 1953-54. More 
siiccess was obtained v;lth the feeder trap converted to an 
automatic type, althotigh a smaller number of birds was cau/dit 
than was expected. Table 3. A total of nine birds were 
caught in the spring of 1954 with two of these traps located 
near each other at Pilot Knob State Park. Trapping in two 
other areas at the park was unsuccessful. All birds from the 
1954 trapping were killed and taken to the laboratory where 
isolations were made using the dilution plate techniqixe. In 
Table 1. Number and kinds of birds trapped, banded, and 
tested for the presence of E. faKacearum in 1952 
dumber tested at 2 locations IJo. of 
Pilot Knob Call State Total positive 
Kind of bird State Park Park tested testa 
Downy wo odpe cker 172 20 192 0 
Hairy woodpecker 22 23 45 0 
l!u thatch 7 6 13 0 
Chickadee 11 15 26 0 
Tilue j ay 2 8 0 
Red-bellied 
2 2 0 woodpecker mm 
Totals 214 66 280 0 
Table 2. Number and kinds of birds trapped, banded and tested 
for the presence of E. fagacearum at Pilot Knob State 
Park in 1953 
Kind of bird immber, tested 
Number of 
•Dositive testa 
Downy woodpecker 15 0 
Hairy woodpecker 5 0 
rluthatch 2 0 
Totals 22 0 
Table 3. Number and kinds of birds caught in automatic traps 
and tested for the presence of E, fafmoearum at 
Pilot Knob State Park in 1953 and 1954 
Number tested Total Number of 
Kind of bird 1953 1954 tested positive teats 
Pjowny woodxjecker — 4 4 0 
Hairy woodpecker 2 5 7 0 
Totals 2 0 11 0 
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three cases remnants and aometlmea whole jarts of nltidulld 
beotlea were found in tbe feces of the birds. These beetles 
are one of the main inhabitants of mats and pads. Hov/ever, 
£:• fagacearum vms not recovered from these birds. 
Shootinp; birds 
Several birds were observed visiting mat and pad produc­
ing trees. In a fev/ Instances some birds v/ere seen pecking 
near or over bark cracks believed to be caused by the growth 
of the pads (Curl et a]^. 1953) • The birds that remained on 
the tree for a period of time v/ere shot. In many instances 
too much time was allowed for the birds to feed; consequently 
they escaped from the area before they could be shot. The 
best observations of birds at work were made when v/aiting 
for them to visit an area. Hov/ever, more birds were caught 
when oak wilt areas were "visited frequently. The number and 
kinds of birds shot and tested for the presence of E. fagace-
arum are shown in Table 4. By the shooting technique, ad­
ditional kinds of birds were caught. Examples included the 
flicker, brown creeper, and red-headed woodpecker. The total 
number of birds shot in 1952-53 was nineteen, which is con­
siderably smaller than the number caught in traps. E. 
fa,ia;aoearum was not recovered from any of these birds. 
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Table 4. HunibGr and kinda of birds shot and tested for the 
presence of E. faKacearum while visiting oak wilt 
killed trees at Pilot Knob State Park in 1952 and 
1955 
Kumb er tested Total Number of 
Kind of bird 1952 195S tested positive tests 
Downy woodpecker 2 4 6 0 
Hairy vjoodpecker 2 3 5 0 
Nuthatch 1 1 2 0 
Flicker 2 mm 2 0 
Brown creeper - 3 3 0 
Red-headed v/oodpecker Ml 1 1 0 
Totals 7 12 19 0 
Discussion 
Possible reasons why the oak wilt organism was not among 
the 440 different colonies of fungi obtained are: (l) It was 
believed that most of the birds depended wholly upon the food 
supplied by the traps instead of visiting a large number of 
trees. This would tend to decrease the probability of them 
coming into contact with the fungus in the diseased trees, 
and is one reason why this method was not used as extensively 
in later experiments. Unfortunately, not enough birds were 
caught in the automatic traps to make possible a comparison 
of their effectiveness with feeder traps. (2) It was ques­
tionable whether the technique used to isolate from the birds 
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at the beginning of tho investigation was sensitive enough 
to recover the fungus, K. fa/';acearum« It iallowed, hov/ever, 
a Greater number of isolations, thus offsettinp; acme of its 
liinitationa * 
Direct observations of woodpeckers visitinp; mat and pad 
prodvicing trees and tho fact that many openings over mats 
were obviously made by woodpeckers. Figure 3, strongly Indi­
cate the possibility of birds coming in contact with the oak 
wilt fungus. /\nother observation which indicated this possi­
bility was that nitidulids were found in the feces of downy 
and hairy vraodpeckers. These beetles are sap and fiinf^is 
feeders which are U3v\al3.y found in abundance on the mats and 
pads (Morris 1953b). The above observations would seem to 
indicate there v/aa a greater possibility of the birds acquir­
ing the fun^ius on their beaks when mat and pad production was 
optiinum. At this time perithecia are very common on the mats. 
The sexual spores, ascospores, exx;de through the ijerlthecial 
necks in a sticky matrix and form globules (Stessel and 
Zuckerman 1953)• Insects Inhabiting these mats are usually 
matted with ascospore material. Ascospore production at 
Pilot Knob State Park usually begins in the latter part of 
April. The heaviest production is probably in May with a 
sharp decline by the end of the first week in June, Asco­
spore production begins again in the fall, but they are prob­
ably not produced in as great abundance then as they are in 
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the spring. These factors could very v/ell Influence the 
periods when the birds v/ould have actual contact v;ith tbo 
fungixs. Therefore, attempting to isolate the fungus from 
birds at times when ascospores are being produced is more 
likely to produce positive results. Norris (1953a) shov/ed 
Vi^ith his transmission work that ascospores are a potent source 
of inoculum. This would seem to indicate that ascospores may 
be the most Important source of inoculum for initial trans­
mission and infection. 
If the oal^ wilt pathogen had been obtained from birds 
it is quite possible they covild serve as vectors because 
they visit fresh or old wounds on healthy trees to obtain 
insects. In this way they could very easily transmit the 
funoius mechanically. V/hether future investigations with 
birds as a possible vector of Endoconidlophora fa/^acearum 
will be undertaken is not known. Circumstantial evidence 
indicates, however, they are one of the possible carriers of 
the oak wilt organism# 
That insects may play a role in transmission of this 
fungus was shown by Norris (1953a) and Dorsey, Jewell, Leach 
and True (1953) v/hen they demonstrated that E. fa/'.'iacearum 
could be transmitted mechanically by insects of the family 
Witidulldae. More recently successful transmission of tlio 
oak wilt iUngus was made in the laboratory v/ith the bark 
beetle Faeudopityophthorua pruinous (Elchh.) by Griawold and 
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Bart (1954). Inveatlgationa thus far would seem to indicate 
a jposalbility of more than one voctor for the oak wilt 
oroianiam. 
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SILVIOIDES 
Methods and Materials 
In forested areas, the chief control for oak wilt has 
been eradication of diseased trees. In some cases, healthy 
trees within 50 feet of the affected trees were also eradi­
cated (Dletz and Young 1948). Where soil conditions are 
favorable, a 3-foot knife attached to a dozer, or a trenching 
device have been used to sever root connections between dis­
eased and healthy oaks (Kuntz and Riker 1951). Recently, 
healthy trees adjacent to oak wilt Infections have been 
poisoned (Hoffman 1951; Kuntz and Riker 1950b, 1951, 1952)• 
This method is used in the establishment of buffer zones 
around diseased areas for the prevention of E. fa^acearum 
spread through the network of natural, living root grafts. 
The severing of root grafts has been successful where 
soil conditions were suitable for operating the knife. This 
procedure would not be feasible in most oak growing sites in 
Iowa because heavy soil prevails and rocks are frequently 
encountered. A more feasible method would be that of poison­
ing trees. For this method to be effective the chemical must 
kill the trees rapidly and completely. 
During the seasons of 1952 and 1953 various experiments 
were conducted to teat the effectiveness of seven different 
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chomlcala for killing red oak trees (2,4,5-'.r, Ainmate, 2,4-D 
Amine, sodium araenite, C.M.U., Sodium T.C.A. and Atlacide, 
Table 5). Four methods of application were used. These 
vfore chemical applications to the basal portion of the trees, 
to frills in the bark, to holes in the basal portion of the 
trees and to the soil around the trees. Time of application 
was also varied. Chemicals were applied to trees during 
dormancy, bud-break, fi;ill'-leaf and senescent-leaf. 
The effectiveness of all chomical treatments was evalu­
ated both by the percentage top kill and the amount of root 
kill. For evaluating top kill, the percentage crown killed 
was noted during the first growing season after treatment. 
The top of the tree was judged dead if no green leaves were 
visible. Root kill was evaluated by excevatii-Lg a few roots 
of each treated tree until live tissue was encountered, or 
until eight feet of dead tissue had been uncovered. The 
amount of root kill was determined by measuring from the root 
collar• 
Basal sprays 
A 10 percent solution of propylene glycol butyl ether 
ester of 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T) in fnel 
oil was used for all basal spray aijplications. The material 
was ajsplied to trees with a 3-gallon Hudson compression, hand 
sprayer, Figure 4. The trunks of the trees were sprayed vdth 
Table 5. Chemicals used in silvicide experiments conducted at Pilot Enob State Park 
during 1952 and 1953 
Chemical Trade name 
Percentage 
active ingredients I.Tanuf acturer 
Propylene glycol butyl 
ether ester of 2,4,5-
trichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid 
Ammonium sulfamate 
Do-57 Esteron 
245 
Animate 
Equivalent of 4 lbs. 
of 2,4,5-T acid (one 
gal« of commercial 
product) 
80 
Bow Chemical Co. 
E. I, duFont de 
Nemours & Co. 
Amine salt of 2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
3-(p-chlorophenyl)-1, 
1-dimethylurea 
Sodium arsenite 
Sodium trichloroacetate 
2,4-D Amine 
G.M.U. 
Sodium T.C.A. 
61-65 
80 
8 lbs. v/hite arsenic 
2 lbs. caustic soda 
5 qts. EgO 
90 
Dow Chemical Co. 
E, I, dupont de 
Kemours & Co. 
Home made 
E. I. duPont de 
liemours & Co. 
Sodium salts (containing Atlacide 
not less than 45.5^ 
chloric acid) 
94 Chipman Chemical 
Co. 
Figure 4. Basal spray application to a "frilled red oak tree 
at Pilot Knob State Park, March, 1952, Experiment 1» 
Photograph from a Kodachrome transparency by 
Dr. V/. H. Bragonier. 

an GXC03S of material allowing run off to the root collar in 
all caaoa. Depending upon tVie d.b.h. of the tree approxi­
mately 400 to 600 millilitera of material were apijlied to each 
tree. 
Trunk injection with frllla and holea 
This method has alao been referred to as the cut-aurface 
method, A complete frill is an overlapping axe cut encircling 
the butt of the tree. Figure 5. The cuts are deep enough to 
penetrate the sapv/ood, tViereby girdling the tree. An incom­
plete frill refers to cuts every four inches around a tree 
trunk. Holes in the buttress roots or base of the tree. 
Figure 6, were niade with a tree poisoning axe manufactured 
by the Council Tool Company, Waniniah, North. Carolina. Chemi­
cals were injected into the holes v/ith. a pump type oil can. 
Figure 5. Both the oil can and hand sprayer were used to 
apply the chemicals to frilla. The latter is shovm in 
Pi rear e 4. 
Experiments with silvicldea 
The first experiment ostabliahed in the winter of 1952 
to test the effectivoneaa of 2,4,5-T and Ammate for killing 
red oak trees consisted of five treatmenta applied at four 
datea, to a total of 240 trees in twelve, twenty-tree plots. 
Treatments included healthy untreated check trees, basal 
Figure 5. Complete frill and pump type oil can used to apply 
chemicals to frills and holes of oak trees at Pilot 
Knob State Park, 1952 and 1953. Photograph from a 
Kodachrcme transparency by Er. W. H, Bragonier. 
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Figure 6. Holes typical of those made by the Council Tool 
axe in the bases of red oak trees for applying 
Animate and sodium arsenite. Pilot Knob State 
Park, 1952, Photograph from a Kodachrome trans­
parency by Dr. vV« H. Bragonier. 
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sprays of 10 percent 2,4,5-T In fuel oil, basal sprays of 
10 percent 2,4,5-T applied to frilled trees, saturated solu­
tions of Ammate injected into frills and saturated solutions 
of Ammate in.-]ected into holes in the buttress roots or bases 
of trees. 
A second experiment was established in 1952 to test the 
effectiveness of sodium arsenite injected into holes of red 
oak trees. The sodium arsenite used for this purpose was 
made from eight pounds of white arsenic powder mixed with two 
pounds of caustic soda flakes in a metal can (outdoors) to 
which was added three quarts of v/ater. After the trees were 
treated with this material a solution of Zips deer repellent 
was sprayed over the bases of the trees to repel wild life. 
Included in this experiment v/ere plots in which concentrated 
2,4,5-T was injected into incomplete frills. Both chemicals 
were applied with the pump tyxje oil can. Replications varied 
from five to seven trees for each of the four dates of appli­
cation. 
In a third experiment sodium arsenite was applied to com­
plete frills on red oak trees in July, 1952, with the pump 
type oil can to a total of six trees. Five frilled, un­
treated trees were used as checks. 
A fourth experiment included the application of the am­
ine salt of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D Amine) to 
complete and incomplete frills on red oak trees. May 12, 1953. 
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Frills were made with an axe and the chemical applied with 
the pump type oil can to a total of thirteen trees# 
A fifth experiment involved an attempt to increase root 
kill of red oaks hy soil applications of 3-(p-chlorophenyl)-
1,1-dimethylurea (C.M.U.) and sodium trichloroacetate (sodium 
T.C.A.) in the spring of 1953, Both iriaterlals were sprayed 
on the soil with a 3-gallon Hudson compression, hand sprayer 
covering one square rod around the base of the trees. C.M.U. 
was applied at two rates of 40 and 80 pounds per acre in 
water. Sodium T.C.A. was mixed with Atlacide and applied at 
two rates; 80 pounds plus 160 pounds; and 160 pounds jjlus 
320 pounds per acre, respectively, in water. Each rate was 
replicated ten times. 
C.M.U. was also applied in the form of rapid disinte­
grating pellets to red oak trees at a rate of 40 jjounds of 
active ingredients per acre. The pellets were broadcast by 
hand over one square rod of soil around the trunks of each of 
ten trees. Diie to late arrival from the manufacturer this 
material was applied May 22, 1953, v/hlch v/aa later than had 
been planned. 
Results 
Baaal sprays and trxink In.leotiona 
Experiment 1. Baaal applications of 10 percent by volume 
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of 2,4,5-T In f.Uel oil gave excellent results when applied 
during the dormant and bad-break i:)oriod3. Table 6, Complete 
top kill was observed 135 days after treatment on trees re­
ceiving applications at bud-break. A longer period was 
necessary to obtain the same results with trees treated 
during the dormant period. The effectiveness of the basal 
sprays decreased markedly when applied during the full-leaf 
period and produced little or no injury when applied during 
the senescent-leaf period. Table 6, Fif^re 7. For practical 
purposes this method was rapid and easy to use, although 
considerable material was needed to do an adequate 3ob, It 
v;ould appear from the results that it would be most effective 
during the dormant and bud-break periods. 
Basal applications of 10 percent by volume of 2,4,5-T in 
fuel oil to complete frills at all four periods was by far 
the most effective treatment for top kill of red oaks. 
Table 6. All trees treated v/hen dormant failed to leaf out 
in the spring indicating complete top kill. Comparable re­
sults were observed in both spring and summer treatments. 
Treatments in September were only slightly less effective 
than the earlier ones. These observations show that basal 
sprays applied to frilled trees are far superior to those ap­
plied without frills. Even though frilling the trees in­
creases the application time and the treatment cost, the 
higher percentage of and the shorter time required for 
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Table 6. Sllvlcidal effectiveness of 2,4,5~T and Ammate on 
rod oak trees v/hon applied at four dates using 
three methods of application. Pilot Knob State 
Park CExperiment 1)"^ 
Percentage top-kill 
Treatments and dates after treatment^'"^^ 
Dormant (Mar, 14, 1952) 60 90 120 180 473 
days daYS days days days 
Checks 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Aminato in holes 31.2 22.9 31.2 45.4 54.5 
Ammate in frills 91.2 91.2 92.0 99.1 100.0 
2,4,S-T basal spray 85.4 88.2 92.0 99,6 100.0 
Bud-brsak (May 2, 1952) 15 45 90 135 389 
days days days days days 
Checks 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 94.6 97.0 98.0 100,0 100.0 
Ammate in holes 55.8 38.2 52.1 71.1 86.0 
Ammate in frills 74.6 82.9 87.3 94.5 100,0 
2,4,5-T basal spray 85.7 89.0 95.8 100.0 100.0 
FUll-leaf (Juno 26, 1952) 15 25 45 90 335 
days days days days days 
Check 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 95.3 98,5 99.5 100.0 100.0 
Amroate in holes 44.7 45.1 46,4 56 .0 59.1 
Ammate in frills 77,7 79.4 88.6 91.8 95.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray 0.0 7.5 43.8 61.7 90.0 
Sene)scent-leaf (Sept. 9 , 1952) 9 18 30 260 
days days days days 
Checks 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 70.8 81.1 89.1 98.7 
Ammate in holes 72.1 83 .0 83.0 85.8 
Ammate in frills 74.6 75.8 79.1 83.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray 0.0 3.7 3.7 21,2 
This experiment was established in a manner that al­
lowed for statistical analysis of the data if necessary. 
"^^^Each percentage figure represents the average of twelve 
replications# 
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Leg end 
S'T frill 
/Smma-tc /n frl// 
H-.S-T Aisa/ /A 7Hn\.a.ta /h ho/ts 
Vnt yc\ie,d. c.htcl<s 
20 — 
-o-
/"ull-ltxf- 5e-Kesc^e.'ni; -1 ci-f 
(XnTxe 2(>, nsj) (St.pt. % I9SJ) BuJ -bfti-K (A? ay 
Time of Application 
Figure 7. Comparison of 2,1-1-,i;-T and Aminate as ailvicldes 
when applied to rod oak trees on four dates by 
tloroe methods at Pilot Khob State i^ark in 1952. 
Those final roadinj^^s taken in May 19^3» are 
averages of tv/elve trees each. 
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complete top kill easily justify the additional labor in­
volved. 
Applications of ammonium sulfainate (Ammate) to frills 
were slightly loss effective than basal sprays of 10 percent 
2,4,5-T applied to frilled trees ouring; dormancy and bud-
break. The difference seemed to be chiefly in the time it 
took to kill the tree tops completely. 
The results from applyln{5 Ammate to holes were quite 
variable. Prom no injury to complete kill was obtained 
where this material was applied on the first three dates. 
The best results were obtained when the material was applied 
In May and September. The probable cause of this variability 
of top kill Is shown in Plpure 8. When the cambium was in­
spected the following winter live strips wore found to extend 
up the tree between t)ie holes where the chemical had been ap­
plied. This would indicate poor lateral movement of the 
chemical. Possibly if the holes bad been spaced closer to­
gether better results vrauld have boan realized with this 
method• 
Experiment 2« Applications of sodium araenite to holes 
in the buttress roots or bases of red oak trees during the 
dormant and bud-break periods resulted in poor kill, Table 7. 
In no case was comi^lete kill realized until a year after 
treatment. Sprouts appeared on the trunks and limbs of these 
trees throughout the season. Treatments in July and September 
Figare 8. Llvo strips of wood occurring on an oak tree be­
tween holes v/here Ainmate was applied. Pilot Knob 
State Park, May 1.952• Photograph from a Koda-
chrome transparency by Conard Schallau. 
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Table 7. Silvicidal effectiveness of sodium arsenlte ap­
plied to holes In the bases of red oak trees on 
four dates. Pilot Knob State Park (Fxperiment 2, 
in part) 
Date of Tree P.B.H. Percentage topklll 
application no« (Inchea) after treatment 
Dormant 60 90 120 340 
(Mar. 14, 1952) days days days days 
1 18 10 10 10 10 
2 10 90 90 90 100 
3 16 80 50 50 50 
4 18 30 10 10 10 
E5ud-break 15 45 90 340 
(May 2, 1952) days days days days 
1 11 90 100 100 100 
2 12 95 99 99 100 
3 19 95 99 99 100 
4 10 99 99 99 99 
5 14 99 99 99 99 
6 13 90 90 95 95 
Flill-leaf 18 30 60 340 
(July 11, 1952) days days days days 
1 6 99 100 100 100 
2 12 99 100 100 100 
3 10 95 100 100 100 
4 6 99 100 100 100 
5 12 99 100 100 100 
6 14 95 100 100 100 
Senascent-leaf 9 30 270 
(Sept. 9, 1952) days days days 
1 12 100 100 100 
2 11 100 100 100 
3 9 100 100 100 
4 9 100 100 100 
5 8 100 100 100 
v/ere more effective, as all leaves wilted and turned iDrovm 
In thirty days. The same type of cambium Injury shown with 
Ammate, Fipxire 8, was noted with aodinm arsenite when it was 
applied to holes in the bxittreaa roots or bases of trees. 
Live strips of wood were found in each case, except for the 
trees treated in July, This would seem to indicate better 
lateral movement of sodium arsenite v\fhen applied to trees 
in the full-leaf period. 
Applications of concentrated 2,4,5-T to incomplete 
frills on the trunks of red oak trees gave poor top kill in 
most cases. Table 8. The best results were obtained with the 
July treatments, where complete kill was obtained on three 
trees. Better kill with 2,4,5-T and sodium arsenite when ap­
plied, separately, to Incomplete frills and holes during the 
full-leaf period would seem to denote more lateral movement 
of the chemicals at this time. These resialts compare favor­
ably with those of Gleason (1953), v/ho showed that lateral 
movement was greater with moat chemicals when applied at the 
full-leaf period# 
Exiperiment 5. Sodium arsenite applied to frills in 
July gave complete kill of tops, with the leaves wilting and 
browning in seven days. Table 9. Observations on the cambium 
and wood in January revealed these trees to be completely 
dead. Frilling trees without further treatment appeared to 
result in high percentages of top kill. Table 10. However, 
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Table 8. Silvicidal effectiveness of 2,4,5-T when applied 
as a concentrate to Incomplete frills on red oak 
trees. Pilot Knob State Park (Eixperiment 2, in 
part) 
Date of Tree Percentage topkill 
application no» (inches) after treatment 
Dormajiit 60 90 120 340 
(Mar. 14, 1952) days days days days 
1 11 25 10 10 0 
2 7 10 10 10 0 
3 9 10 10 10 0 
4 10 10 10 10 0 
5 10 10 10 10 0 
6 8 10 10 10 Trace 
7 12 10 10 10 0 
Dud"break 15 45 90 340 
(May 2, 1952) days days days days 
1 10 50 50 60 60 
2 16 30 20 20 20 
3 7 50 50 50 50 
4 8 30 30 20 20 
5 9 40 40 50 30 
Rvll-leaf 60 90 340 
(July 1, 1952) days days days 
1 15 99 100 100 
2 5 SO 30 40 
5 6 99 100 100 
4 8 20 20 25 
5 14 95 100 
6 15 0 .w* 0 .w. o.w« 
Senescent-leaf 9 30 270 
(Sept. 9, 1952) days, days days 
1 11 0 0 5 
2 13 0 0 0 
3 9 0 0 10 
4 8 0 0 0 
5 8 0 0 0 
^'^.'rees infected with oak wilt. 
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Table 9. Silvlcidal effectiveneaa of sodium arsenito ap­
plied to complete frllla on red oak trees, Jtily 11. 
1952, Pilot Knob State Park (Experiment 3, in part) 
••j'ree D.B.H, 
no« (inchea) Percentap:e topkill after treatment 
7 days 18 days 30 days 60 days 
1 6 100 100 100 100 
2 12 100 100 100 100 
3 12 100 100 100 100 
4 12 100 100 100 100 
5 10 100 100 100 100 
6 14 100 100 100 100 
Table 10. Effectiveness of killing red oak trees by frilling 
only, July 11, 1952, Pilot Knob State Park (Rxperi-
ment 3, in, part) 
Tree D.B.H. 
no» (inches) Percentago topkill after treatment 
7 days 18 days 30 days 60 days 
1 6 Trace 100 100 100 
2 6 Trace 100 100 100 
3 14 Trace 90 99 99 
4 10 Trace 50 100 100 
5 8 Trace 99 99 99 
All trees showed sprouting from the root collar two 
years after frills were made. 
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profuae sprouting occurred at the bases of these trees for 
the next two seasons, indicating the root collars of those 
trees were still alive. 
Experiment 4» Concentrated amine salt of 2,4-D Amine 
applied to incomplete and complete frills on red oaks in 
May, 1953, was very effective for top kill, Table 11, 'J'he 
complete frill method produced quicker kill and therefore was 
Judged to be superior. Yi/ith both methods, however, all trees 
v^ere dead one year after treatment. Of great significance so 
far as control of oak wilt is concerned is the fact these 
trees shed their bark quickly and thus, development of mats 
and pads of the pathogen is prevented. 
Soil applications 
Experiment 5. Soil ajoplications of water suspensions 
of C.M.I), thou^Ji producing a low percentage top kill were, 
nevertheless, better than similar applications of sodium 
T.C.A. plus Atlacide, Tables 12 and 13. C.M.U, at 80 pounds 
per acre resulted in 50 percent dead trees 460 days after 
treatment. This v/as higher than the 40 percent kill with 
40 pounds and much higher than the almost negligible kill 
with sodium T.C.A. plus Atlacide, 
Even the high, rate of 160 pounds of sodium T.C.A. plus 
320 pounds of Atlacide per acre killed only two trees within 
460 days after treatment. Since the period is short during 
Table 11. Silvicidal effectiveness of concentrated 2,4-D Amine when applied to 
complete and incomplete frills on red oak trees in I.^ay, 1953, Pilot 
Knob State Park (Experiment 4) 
Root kill in 
Tree D.B.H. feet measured 
no« (inches) Percentage topklll after treatment from root collar 
• 
390 days 
30 days 45 days 75 days 125 days 390 days after treatment 
Incomplete 1 15 20 50 65 99 100 0.5 
frills 2 10 30 70 95 100 100 8.0 
3 12 60 80 95 100 100 1.0 
4 11 20 30 100 100 100 1.0 
5 13 50 90 85 100 100 7.0 
6 9 85 95 100 100 100 8.0 
7 10 100 100 100 100 100 8.0 
8 9 85 95 100 100 100 1,0 
9 12 90 100 100 100 100 7.0 
Averages 11 60.0 78,8 93 .3 99,9 100.0 4.6 
Complete 10 13 95 95 100 100 100 1.0 
frills 11 12 100 100 100 100 100 8.0 
12 10 100 100 100 100 100 3.0 
13 13 100 100 100 100 100 1.0 
Averages 12 98.7 98.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.3 
Table 12» Silvicldal effectivoneas of water auaponalona of 
O.M.TI, applied to the soil around red oak trooa. 
May 12, 1953, Pilot Knob State Park (R'xperiment 5, 
in part) 
Tree D.B.H. Percentage topkill 
Treatment no» (inchea) after treatmont 
C.IT.U. 
40 lbs./acre 
C.M.U. 
80 lbs./acre 
45 75 125 390 460 
days days eiaya days days 
1 18 10 10 50 50 80 
2 9 75 95 99 100 100 
3 12 0 30 60 75 75 
4 16 25 40 99 100 100 
5 11 75 90 100 100 100 
6 10 Trace 10 40 40 90 
7 14 10 30 30 50 
8 13 0 o.w. O.V/<i 0 tV/. 0 .w» 
9 12 40 75 85 85 90 
10 14 20 20 40 20 0»\Vo 
1 16 10 65 95 100 100 
2 10 10 50 95 99 100 
3 11 5 40 80 100 100 
4 13 5 70 95 99 100 
5 16 5 35 50 20 99 
6 11 30 50 99 100 99 
7 12 25 25 60 60 85 
8 10 65 95 100 100 100 
9 14 90 90 99 99 99 
10 14 50 o«w. 0 .w» 0 .w. o.w. 
Trees infected with oak wilt. 
Table 13. Sllvicldal effoctivena33 of water auapenalona of 
aodlum T,C,A. plus Atlacide applied to the soil 
around red oak trees, May 12, 195S, Pilot Knob 
State Park (Experiment 5, in part) 
Treatment 
Tree 
no. 
U.B.H. 
(inohe 3) 
Fercentaf^e topkill 
after treatment 
T.C.A, plus 45 75 125 390 460 
aod, chlorate days days days days days 
80+160 Iba./acre 
1 14 0 0 0 0 0 
2 18 0 0 0 Trace 0 
3 10 0 0 0 Trace 0 
4 14 0 0 0 30 0 
5 15 0 0 0 0 0 
6 13 0 0 0 0 0 
7 18 0 0 0 0 0 
8 8 0 0 0 Trace Trace 
9 0 0 0 0 Trace 0 ,w« 
10 13 0 0 0 30 10 
T.C.A. plua 
sod. chlorate 
160+320 Iba./acro 
1 16 0 0 0 0 0 
2 14 0 0 0 Trace Trace 
3 20 0 0 0 0 0 
4 13 0 0 10 50 100 
5 14 0 0 90 60 100 
6 9 0 0 0 0 0 
7 7 0 0 0 0 0 
8 5 0 0 0 Trace 0 .w. 
9 3 0 0 0 Trace 0 
10 9 0 0 0 0 0 
"'^Treea infected with oak wilt. 
which aodlum T.C.Ao is effective In the soil, moat of this 
kill can possibly be attributed to the Atlaclde v/hlch stays 
active for a lonr^er period. 
Still leaa effective than the soil applications of 
liquio C.M.U, were those rising the rapidly disintegrating 
pellet form. Table 14• A few trees treated with C. iv l ,U ,  
pellets shoY/ed complote topkill the first seaaon but jjroduced 
sprouts on the trunks the next# Other trees which showed 
little injury the first season showed necrotic areas between 
Table 14, Silvlcidal effectiveness of C.M.U, rapidly disinte­
grating pellets applied to the soil around red oak 
trees, May 22, 1953, Pilot Knob State Park (Experi­
ment 5, In part) 
Tree D.B.H. Percentage topkill 
Treatment no. (inches) after treatment 
C.M.U, rapidly 35 65 115 380 460 
disintegrating days days days days days 
pellets 
40 lbs./acre 1 13 0 0 0 0 50 
2 15 0 0 0 0 o„ 
3 15 0 0 0 0 o.w. 
4 13 0 0 20 10 10 
5 13 0 5 85 50 99 
6 10 0 0 Trace 5 20 
7 12 0 20 95 95 99 
8 13 0 0 30 5 85 
9 11 0 5 10 10 100 
10 12 0 5 20 10 10 
"^Trees infected with oak wilt. 
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the leaf veins the second plus some progressive dying In the 
tops. This latter observation suggested the posslhllltj that 
the pellets were still active in the second season. Another 
observation supporting this possibility was the absence of 
any vegetation on the fjellet-treated areas during the second 
season, Figure 9» 
The low percentage topklll with C.M.U. can probably be 
attributed to the drought that prevailed following treatment 
in 1953. Moisture Is necessary for dissolving and distribut­
ing the chemical throughout the soil, especially when in 
pellet form. 
Quickness of kill 
Two characteristics desired in chemicals used to kill 
trees in connection v/ith oak wilt control are completeness 
and quickness of kill. These are necessary for establishing 
buffer zones around infected areas before the f\angu3, E. 
fagacoarum can be transmitted through root grafts to nearby 
healthy trees. For dormant treatments 10 percent 2,4,5-T 
ester in fuel oil applied to frilled trees gave the quickest 
and most complete topkill of red oak trees. Figure 10, Experi­
ment 1. For spring treatments (bud-break to full-leaf) 10 
percent 2,4,5-T ester in fuel oil applied as a basal spray 
to frilled and unfrilled trees killed the crowns quickly and 
completely. Sodium arsenite appeared to be the most effective 
Figure -9. Dead vegetation beneath tree treated with soil 
applications of C.M.U. rapidly disintegrating 
pellets. May 12, 1953, Pilot Knob State Park# 
Photograph from a Kodachrome transparency by 
Conard Schallau. 
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Fierure 10. Quickness of topkill for 2,4,5-T and Ammate ap­
plied to red oak trees on four dates using three 
methods of application. Pilot Knob State Park, 
Legend: 2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 
Aminate in holes 
Ammate in frills 
2,4,5-T basal spray 
Note: Forty-eight untreated check trees remained 
healthy throughout the experiment. 
Dormant (Mar, ik, 1952) 
bO yo /8o 
Days after treatment 
Full-leaf 
Days after treatiient 
Bud-break (May 2, 1952) 
Days after treatment 
Senescent-leaf (Septo 9» 1952) 
-O 
o 
treafc'iisni. r-
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material v;hen applied during the full-leaf period. Tables 7 
and 8, Experiments 2 and 3. Applications of the chemical, to 
holes and frills were about eqxially effective during this 
period. Ten percent 2,4,5-T in frills was only sliglitly leas 
effective than sodium arsenite during the full-leaf period. 
Tables 6, 7 and 8. Applications of concentrated 2,4-D Amine 
to complete frills at bud-break were possibly moat effective. 
Table 11, Experiraient 4. Unfortunately, further investifration 
with this chemical, particularly during the full-leaf stage 
viras not undertaken. It warrants a more comi)lete investiga­
tion because it is easy to apply and produces rapid and com­
plete topklll. 
Sodium araonlte v/as the most effective chemical applied 
in the fall during leaf senescence, Table 7, Experiment 2. 
Of the other chemicals applied at this time, 10 percent 
2,4,5-T in frills exhibited the most promising results. 
From these results it appears that red oak trees are leas 
susceptible to chemical injury during the senescent-leaf 
period than they are at the other periods. Unless another 
chemical is found that can give more complete topklll at this 
time of the year, treating trees for oak wilt control should 
be deferred until the dormancy, bud-break or full-leaf periods. 
Root kill 
The 1952 silviclde plots were observed the following 
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spring to determine the amount of root kill produced by the 
chemical applications. Six replications of each chemical in 
Experiment 1 v/ere checked. It was found that the roots v/ere 
dead two to three feet from the root collar on frilled trees 
treated with basal sprays of 10 percent 2,4,5-T on the first 
three dates. There was little or no kill on the fourth date. 
Roots on unfrilled trees treated with basal sprays of 10 
percent 2,4,5-T during dormant and bud-break periods v jere  
killed about throe feet from the root collar. Variable re­
sults were obtained from trees that were treated during the 
full-leaf period. Wo root kill was observed on trees that 
had been treated durin{^; leaf senescence. 
Root kill was lacking on all trees treated with Aramate. 
In most cases the trunks of the trees were still alive below 
the frill as shown by the presence of profuse sprouting. Re­
sults were similar with sodium ai'senite treated trees when 
the chemical had been applied during the dormant, bud-break 
and full-leaf stages to holes in tree bases and buttress 
roots. The best root kill of all was observed on trees 
treated v/ith sodium araenite in frills at the full-leaf 
stage. Root kill was four to f3.ve feet back from the root 
collar in this treatment. Later observations in the fall of 
1953 revealed further kill; some roots were dead as much as 
six feet from the root collar. Because the trees treated 
with concentrated 2,4,5-T in incomplete frills showed ao 
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little top kill they were not examined for root kill at this 
time. 
Good root kill v/as observed on frilled trees 390 days 
nfter treatment with concentrated 2,4-D Amine, Table 11, 
Experiment 4. Even though the results were variable, the 
fact some of the trees showed root kill up to eight feet, a 
year after treatment, vrould indicate this chemical is quite 
effective for both root and top kill. 
The 1952 silvicide plots were observed again the spring 
of 1954 to determine the amount of progressive dying of the 
roots. Four replications of each chemical treatment in the 
first experiment were inspected for root kill. Table 15, 
All trees treated with sodium arsenite and concentrated 
2,4,5-T were also examined. Table 16, Ebcperlments 2 and 3. 
A few roots of each tree examined were excavated until live 
tissue was encountered, or until el^^t feet of dead root had 
been uncovered. Again measurements were made from the root 
collar. 
The average amount of dead, roots was higlaest with those 
treatments that had exhibited the best root kill in 1953, 
Tables 15 and 16. Frilled trees treated with basal sprays 
of 10 ijercent 2,4,5-T during the dormant and bud-break periods 
showed the highest amount of root kill. Of the treatments 
applied diiring the full-leaf period the largest amount of 
root kill was observed on trees frilled and treated with 
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Table 15, Effectiveness of 2,4,5-T and Ammate for killing 
roots of red oak trees whon applied at four dates 
uslnp three methods of application. Pilot Knob 
State Park 
Root kill in feet 
measured from root collar 
Replications 
Treatments and dates 1 2 3 4 Ave« 
Dormant (Mar. 14, 1952) 
Checks 0 0 0 0 0.0 
2,4,5~T basal spray - frill 8 4.5 8 8 7.1 
Ammate in holes 0 0 0 0 0.0 
Ammate in frills 6 1 1.5 6 3.8 
2,4,5-T basal spray 2 8 1,5 a 4.8 
Bud-break (May 2, 1952) 
Checks 0 0 0 0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 8 8 8 7. 5 7.8 
Ammate in holes 6 8 2.5 8 6.1 
Ammate in frills 1 2 0.7 6 2.4 
2,4,5-T basal spray 8 8 4 8 7.0 
ill-leaf (June 26, 1952) 
Checks 0 0 0 0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray - frill 7 8 2.5 3. ,5 5.2 
Ammate in holes 6 1.5 0 6 3.3 
Ammate in frills 1 6 8 0 3.7 
2,4,5-T basal spray 8 6 3 0 4.2 
anescent-leaf (Sept. 9, 1952) 
Checks 0 0 0 0 0.0 
2,4,5~':[' basal spray - frill 0.5 8 3 3 3.6 
Ammate in holes 1 0 0.5 0 0.4 
Ammate in frills 0 0 0 0 0.0 
2,4,5-T basal spray 0 0 0 0, .6 0,2 
^^Data taken in the summer of 1954« 
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Table 16, Effoctlveneaa of concentrated 2,4,5-T and aodium 
arsenlte for killing roots of red oak trees when 
applied, at four dates using three methods of ap­
plication, Pilot Knob State Park'^^ 
Root kill In feet 
measured from root collar 
Tree no« 
Treatments and dates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ave. 
Dormant (Mar. 14, 1952) 
God. araenlte in holes 
2,4,5-T in incomplete frills 
Bud-break (May 2, 1952) 
Sod. arsenito in holes 
2,4,5-T in incomplete frills 
Flill-leaf (July 11, 1952) 
Sod. arsenite in holes 
Sod,, arsenite in complete frills 
2,4,5-T in incomplete frills 
Frilled checks 
Senescent-leaf (Sept. 9, 1952) 
Sod. arsenite in holes 
2,4,5-T in incomplete frills 
0 6 4 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5 
0.0 
1 1.5 1 0 0 1 0.8 
0 0 0 4 0 0.8 
8 8 8 6 8 4.5 7.1 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8.0 
4 4 4 1 1 4 0 2.6 
0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
3 3 0 0 0 1.2 
0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
'Data talcen in the summer of 1954, 
aodium arsenite. Table 16. Root kill in the case of 10 per­
cent 2,4,5-T applied as a basal spray to frilled trees during 
the senescent-leaf period averaged 5.6 feet from the root 
collar. All other methods and chemicals uaed during this 
period v/ere Ineffective, 
These data on root kill, Tables 15 and 16, exhibit a 
positive correlation between amount of root kill and top kill 
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by each chemical, with the exception of Animate in frills. 
Amniate gave niuch bettor top kill than it did root kill, 11-
luatratln£'; the fact there la not much downward movement of 
this chemical* 
Discussion 
Application of 10 percent solutions of 2,4,5-T in fuel 
oil as baaal sprays to red oaks during the dormant and bud-
break stages were quite effective for complete kill of tops. 
This method also suppressed sprouting, thereby indicating 
root collar injury as well as root kill. This was shov/n to 
bo time when the root a were excavated the next season. Re­
sults show that this method is only effective for quick and 
complete kill durln.g the first two periods of application, 
thus limiting its \i3e to apecific tines during the year. 
This chemical formulation might have been more effective 
during the other seasons if it had been sprayed directly on 
the root collar. This type of application might also produce 
quicker kill during dormant and bud-break periods. Work re­
ported since this Investigation was completed shows tlmt ap­
plications of 2,4,5-T to the root collars are more effective 
for killing tops and suppressing sprouts of Quereus sllici-
folla (Bramble ejb 1953) • 
Ten percent 2,4,5-T in fuel oil sprayed on frilled trees 
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v/aa found to be superior to the basal sprays in the suniraer 
and fall applications. "Jlio girdling effect of the frill and 
the inhibition of sprouting by the chemical v/ould account for 
the {5ood results. When trees were girdled, only, kill was 
not nearly as rapid, and profuse sprouting occurred. This 
indicates that the chemical applied to frills is translocated 
downward through the root collar zone, thereby preventing 
sprouting. Possibly a lower concentration of 3 or 5 percent 
2,4;,5-T applied as a basal spray to complete frills made at 
the ground line vjould prove to be a more effective and prac­
tical method of killing red oaks for oak wilt control. 
The ineffectiveness of ammonium sulfamate applied to 
holes as compared to frills Indicates lack of lateral move­
ment of this material. Had the holes been closer together 
the method would probably have been more effective. Very 
likely the good results with frills were due mostly to the 
girdling action. This statement is made because the amount 
of sprouting that occurred the next season indicated the 
lower boles of the trees were still alive. Although some 
leaf injury appeared on frilled trees treated with Ammate, 
it could be detected only by comparison vrf.th frilled un~ 
treated check trees, and in no case v/as the injury severe 
enough or the top kill rapid enouf^ to Justify use of Ammate 
for establishing buffer zones in oak wilt control. 
It is difficult to explain why sodium arsenite was so 
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much moro effective v/hen applied during the fUll-leaf period 
than at other periods. This la opposite to the findings with 
2,4,5-T solutions. Evidently there is a difference in the 
mode of action of these materials and in their movement 
v/lthln the trees. Certainly more fYindamental information is 
needed to explain this phenomenon. The fact quicker, more 
complete top and root kill was attained with this material at 
the full-leaf stage when applied to frills would justify its 
use for killing?; healthy oak trees adjacent to oak wilt dis~ 
eased trees. It has been shown tlmt harmful effects to wild 
life are negligible, because the actual danger period follow­
ing treatment is very short (Wilcox 1954)• 
Better results were obtained vrlth 2,4-D amine when ap­
plied undiluted with an oil can to incomplete and complete 
frills than v/ere obtained with the tmdiluted 2,4,5-T ester 
formulation apj>lled in the same manner. This difference la 
believed dtie to the difference in action of these materials. 
TVie 2,4,5-0.' ester applied undiluted probably injures the tla-
suo of plants so rapidly there is no chance for translocation 
of the material. The amine form of 2,4.-D probably Is less 
toxic to living tissue and is translocated before killing 
takes place. This method of application of 2,4-D Amine with 
an oil can is easy in forested areas because so little equip­
ment is needed. The 2,4-D ajiilne was shown to be very effec­
tive for complete kill of trees when used in the spring. 
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Although not used during the rest of the year, results of 
other workers indicate it is equally effective for other 
periods (Gleason 1952, Leonard 1955). This material v/otild 
probably be most effective when applied to complete frills 
made near the ground lino. 
Undoubtedly C.M.U. was not tested under ideal conditions 
to thoroughly estimate ita effectiveness for killing red oak 
trees. This material mlf^ht have been more effective had it 
been applied earlier than Kay 12. Drought conditions existing 
during the season probably impaired its usefiilness after this 
date. If, however, special conditions are needed to make 
this material effective its usefulness as a chemical to kill 
oak trees for oak v/ilt control Is limited. The use of C.M.U. 
rapidly disintegrating pellets would be an easy and inexpen­
sive method to use in heavily forested areas that are diffi­
cult to roach from the ground. Application of these pellets 
from the air is being investigated by the IT. S, Forest Service 
at the jjresent time. This may prove to be one of the better 
methods for control work in the future, although it is doubt­
ful that the C.W.U. pellets at present are effective enough 
to give complete control. 
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Cl-IEMOTHEHAPy 
Methods and Materials 
The promising results obtained from the cheraotherapeutic 
approach foo? the control of Dutch elm disease prompted the 
search for chemicals to control oak wilt (Hoffman 1950, 
1951). The need for a method of controlling oak wilt on an 
individual shade tree basis was recognized. Early experiments 
with direct bole injection of chemicals for oak wilt control 
were unsuccessful (Hoffman 1950). However, results were some­
what better when chemicals were applied to the soil in the 
root zones of small trees with a soil injection needle (Hoff­
man 1951) . Prom these investigations a large niimber of in­
organic and organic chemicals were sceeened for the purpose 
of finding effective chemotherapeutants. The screening pro­
cedure began with the chemicals being tested on their ability 
to inhibit spore germination and to inactivate the toxin pro­
duced by the oak wilt organism in culture. Thirty-seven of 
the more promising chemicals were further tested in the field 
on young oal^ seedlings (Hoffman 1950, 1951) • Five of these 
showed promise for preventing or curing oak wilt on two-year-
old seedlings. To extend this study these five chemicals 
I)lus several others were tested as chemotherapeutants for 
oak wilt in 1952 and 1953. 
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The chemicals and adjuvants^ used for chemotherapy 
trials, Table 17, were obtained from the companies indicated, 
'j'hoae already formulated for specific purposes v/ere used at 
dosages expressed in parts jjer million, active ingredients, 
for both foliage and soil applications. The adjuvants were 
used at dosages expressed in parts per million based on 
formulations as they were supplied from the companies. 
Soil applications 
During 1952 throe chemicals were tested for their ef­
fectiveness in ciu'ing oak wilt on lar0;o trees at Pilot Knob 
State Park. The trees were treated as soon as foliage symp­
toms v;ore expressed. The chemicals were applied under pres­
sure to the root zones of trees through a soil injection 
needle using a fifty gallon Bean sprayer, Figures 11 and 12. 
Api^lications were similar to those used for fertilizing large 
shade trees. The chemical formu-lations were applied at the 
rate of five gallons for every inch of tree d.b.h. To insure 
good distribution ton separate plunges of the injection 
needle were made for each inch of d.b.h.j i.e. a ten-inch 
tree received fifty gallons of spray material distributed 
between ton holes or plunges of the Injection needle for each 
inch d.b.h. This totaled 100 holes at the rate of one-half 
n 
The term adjuvant refers to wetters and penetrants used 
in conjunction with some of the chemicals tested. 
Table 17. Chemicals used in chemotherapy experiments conducte d at Pilot Knob State 
Park near Forest City and the State Forest Nursery, Ames, during 1952 
and 1953 
Percentage 
active 
Chemical Trade name In^redlents Manuf acturer 
Orsranic sulfur s 
Sodium 2-mercapto- Vancide-41 45 R, T. Vanderbilt 
benzothiazole Co., Inc. 
Sodium dimethyIdi- Vancide-42 30 R. T. Vanderbilt 
thiocarbamate Co., Inc. 
Sodium 2-mercapto- Vancide-51 30 R. T. Vanderbilt 
benzothiazole + Co., Inc. 
sodium dimethyl-
dithiocarbamate 
Di3odium ethylene- Dithane-D-14 19 Rolim and Hass Co. 
bi3dithiocarbamate 
Sodium 2-benzothia- HD-160 - Rohm and Haas Co. 
zolylglycollate 
Tetrame thylthiuram- Thiram 50 S« 1. du Pont de 
disulfide iJemours & Co. 
Quaternary ammoniums 
Alkyldime thylethyl- B.T.C.-471 50 Onyx Oil and Chemi­
benzylammonium cal Co. 
chloride 
Sxp-er imental L.PVI-.-938 100 Onyx Oil and Chemi­
cal Co. 
Inorganic metals 
Copper resinate Cupron "100" 20 L. v/oudhuysen 
and Associates 
Table 17, (Continued) 
Chemical Trade name 
Percentage 
active 
insredienta Ivlanuf ac tur er 
Organic metals 
Phenyl mercuri-
monoethanol am­
monium acetate 
Phenyl mercury 
salicylate + 
copper resinate 
Phenyl mercury 
salicylate -f 
copper resinate 
Phenyl mercury 
salicylate 
Basic dye 
Malachite Green 
Experimental 
Wetters and Penetrants 
Sodium heptadicyl-
sulfate 
Sodium tetradicy1-
sulfate 
Petroleum sulphon-
ate and oils 
Phthalic glycerol 
alkyl resins 
Paratized Apple Spray 
Mercusol 
Mercupron 
Merculine "100" 
Malachite Green 
C.p.-4370 
Tergitol wetting 
agent-7 
Tergitol penetrant-4 
Jrailtif ilm 
Triton-B-1956 
11.5 
0,2 & 20 
2 & 20 
10 
100 
25 
25 
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Niagara Chemical 
Division 
H. L. Woudhuysen 
and Associates 
H. L. Woudhuysen 
and Associates 
H, L. Woudliuysen 
and Associates 
Monsanto Chemical 
Company 
Carbide and Carbon 
Chemical Co. 
Carbide and Carbon 
Chemical Co. 
Collodial Products 
Co. of Cal. 
Rohm Sc Hass 
Chemical Co. 
Figure 11. Soil injection needle used for applying chemicals 
to the soil. Photograph from a Kodachrome trans­
parency by Dr. W, H. Bragonier. 
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Figure 12« Application of chemicals to the soil with the in­
jection needle. Photograph from a Kodachrome 
transparency by Conard Schallau. 
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gallon per hole. The chemicals were first injected into the 
soil at two-foot intervals in a radius of five to six feet 
from the tree trunk. Next, an outer circle of injections 
was made which corresponded to the drip range of the branchea. 
l-'urther injections were made v/ithin the two circles until 
all the chemical was applied. This effected good distribu­
tion of the chemical around the root zones of the trees# 
Under some trees the soil was hard, making it necessary to 
drive holes before the soil injection needle could be plunged 
into the ground. Chemicals were not taken up as readily by 
the soil when they were applied in this mamier. V/hen the 
soil was soft and pliable the injection needle could be 
plunged into the ground easily. This resulted in good dis­
tribution of the chemical around the roots. This method of 
application was used on artificially inoculated trees at 
Pilot Knob State Park in 1953. The chemicals were applied 
ten days before inoculation. 
Five chemicals were tested for their effectiveness in 
X^reventing or c\aring oak wilt on five-year-old pin oaks at 
the State Forest Nursery in Ames in 1953. A split-plot fac­
torial design. Figure 13, was used in this experiment for the 
purpose of ceciirlng a sensitive test for determining differ­
ences in the effectiveness of the five chemicals applied at 
two dosages of 500 and 2500 p.p.m. This design was also 
apxjrojirlate for testing the effectiveness of applying 
FlgLire 13. Field plan for soil application of chemicals 
Van.-51, Van.-41, Dithane D-14, B.T.C.-471 and 
CP-4370 to prevent and cure oak wilt on five-
year-old red and pin oaka at the £ltate Forest 
Ifuraery, Ames, 1953. 
Legend: 
Time 1 - Chemical applications ten days before 
inoculation 
Time 2 - Chemical applications only 
Time 3 - Chemical applications ton days after 
Inoculation 
C - Chemical 
01- Inoculated untreated checks 
0 - Unlnocu3.ated untreated checks 
R1 - Rate one (500 p.p.m.) 
R2 - Rate two (2500 p.p.m.) 
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Rep, 1 
Rep, 2 
Rep, .3 
T lxn.0 3 Time 1 T ime 2 
C  4  
R 2  
0 1  C  4  
R  1  
C  1  
R 2  
C  2  
R  1  
C 4  
R  1  
C  1  
R  1  
C  3  
R  1  
C  1  
R  2  
0 1  C  3  
R 2  
0  0  0  0 2  
R 2  
0 1  C  2  
R  2  
C 5  
R 2  
0 1  C  1  
R  1  
0 1  C  5  
R  1  
C  3  
R 2  
C  4  
R  2  
0  I  0  C  5  
R  1  
C  2  
R  1  
0 3  
R  1  
0  4  
R 2  
C 3  
R  1  
C  3  
R  2  
0 1  0 1  C  5  
R  1  
0 1  C 2  
R  1  
C 2  
R 2  
C  5  
R  2  
0 1  0  C  5  
R 2  
C  1  
R  1  
C  1  
R  2  
C  4  
R  1  
Time 2 Time 1  T ime 3 
C  1  
R 2  
0  C  4  
R 2  
C  3  
R  1  
C  4  
R  1  
0 1  C  1  
R 2  
C  5  
R  1  
C  1  
R  1  
C  2  
R  1  
C  5  
R  1  
0 1  C  3  
R  2  
0  4  
R 2  
0 1  
C 5  
R  1  
C  5  
R  2  
C 2  
R  1  
C  3  
R 2  
0  C  4  
R  1  
0 1  C  3  
R 2  
C  3  
R  1  
0 1  0 1  C 5  
R 2  
0 1  C 2  
R l  
C 2  
R 2  
0  0  0  C  1  
R  1  
C  2  
R  2  
C  5  
R  1  
0 1  C  2  
R 2  
C 4  
R 2  
0 1  0  3  
R  1  
0  I  C  1  
R 2  
C  1  
R l  
0 4  
R l  
T Ime 2 Time 3 Time 1 
C  2  
R  2  
C  3  
R  1  
0  C  2  
R  1  
C  3  
R  2  
C  2  
R Z  
C  5  
R  2  
C  1  
R  1  
C  4  
R  2  
0 1  C  4  
R 2  
0  2  
R 2  
C  1  
R  1  
0  3  
R  1  
0 5  
R l  
C  1  
R  1  
C 4  
R  1  
0  0  0  0 1  C  1  
R 2  
0 1  0 2  
R  1  
C  3  
R  2  
0 1  0 1  C  5  
R 2  
0 4  
R  1  
C  1  
R 2  
C  1  
R 2  
C  4  
R  2  
C  5  
R 2  
C 5  
R  1  
0  0 1  C  3  
R  1  
0 4  
R  1  
0 1  C  5  
R  1  
0 1  C  2  
R  1  
0  I  0 1  C  3  
R  2  
T line 1 
Rep, I4 
Time 3 
C  3  C 4  0  I  0 1  0  I  C  5  0  I  0  I  C  1  0  3  0 4  0  0  0 4  0  1  
R  2  R  1  R  1  R  1  R  1  R  1  R 2  R  2  
0 1  C  1  C  5  0  5  0  2  C  5  0 4  0 1  0  2  0 1  0  3  0  1  0  3  0  C  5  
R  1  R  1  R  2  R  1  R 2  R  1  R  1  R 2  R  1  R  1  R  2  
0  !  C  3  0 1  C 4  C  2  C  3  C  1  0 1  C 4  0  2  C  2  0  5  0  C 2  0  
R2. R  1  R 2  R a  R 2  R 2  R  2  R 2  R  1  R l  R 2  
Time 2 
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cliemlcala before and after Inoculation v/ith tho oak v/ilt 
organism. 
A3 shown by the design in Flr;are 13, the trees were 
planted in four blocks or replications. Pin oak seedlings 
v/ere obtained from the Mount Arbor Nursery, Shenandoah, Iowa, 
in April, 1953, and planted immediately. Overhead irriga­
tion v/as used frequently after the planting to insure estab­
lishment of the trees. Six hundred and, thirty trees were 
planted five feet by five feet in each replication giving a 
total of 2520 trees. More trees v/ere planted than v/ere 
needed to allov/ for lack of survival. 
A replication was split into three "times", each of 
which contained fifteen experimental units of ten trees 
each. The exi^erimental units in time one, except the inocu­
lated checks, were given soil applications of chemicals with 
the soil injection needle. One gallon of chemical solution 
was applied to each tree ten days before Inoculation with 
the oak wilt fungus. The experimental units in time three, 
excluding inoculated checks, were given soil applications 
ten days after inoculation. Time tv/o represented the trees 
recoiving chemical applications only, v/lth no inoculationo 
These trees served as checks on phytotoxicity of the chemicals. 
The Bean 50-gallon sprayer delivered a gallon of material 
through the injection needle in approximately ten seconds. 
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Therefore, by timing the applications approximately one gallon 
of chemical solution was delivered to each seedling; treated. 
In order to facilitate identification of the trees when 
applying the chemicals a system of marking the trees was 
devised. Wooden tree tags v;ere painted with different colors 
representing each chemical. Dosages were designated by 
painting the tips of the tags with another color; i.e., a 
black tip for 2500 p.p.m.. and a yellow tip for 500 p.p.m. 
By making out color charts of the plots to use in the field, 
the trees to be treated v\ferQ easily located. The type of 
tree and marking system are shown in Figure 14. As soon as 
the trees were planted in the spring caliper readings in 
centimeters were taken at the base. This was done again in 
the fall after the experiment was completed, thereby giving 
an increment of growth expressed in centimeters for each 
tree. In addition to the growth measurement, the percentage 
of top remaining healthy one year after treatment was esti­
mated. These two figures formed the basis on which the 
chemicals were evaluated. For evaluating control on large 
trees at Pilot Knob State Park the percentage of the crown 
showing symptoms of oak wilt v/as recorded at different dates. 
Foliapie applications 
Chemicals plus adjuvants were applied to the foliage 
of six-year-old pin oak trees and large red oaks for the 
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Figure 14. Plve-year-old pin oak showing oak wilt symptoms 
at the State Forest Nuraery in Amea, 1953. 
(Note colored tag.) Photograph from a Koda-
chrome transparency by Conard Schallau# 
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yvvroae of alleviating infection. Naturally infected large 
rod oak trees were sprayed when symptoms of oak wilt were 
first observed. The six-year-old trees were artificially 
Inoculated with the oak wilt pathogen and sprayed twelve days 
afterwards• 
Large trees were sprayed with the fifty-gallon Dean 
sprayer using a Pecan gun with a 3/16 inch opening at a pres­
sure of 300 pounds. Small trees were given spray applica­
tions with three-gallon capacity Hudson compression, hand 
sprayers. In both cases the spray materials were applied 
until run-off. 
Inoculation of the host 
InocTilum for the experiment was obtained from Isolates 
of Endoconidiophora fagacea]?u.m originally obtained from wilt­
ing trees in Iowa and maintained in the laboratory. For 
producing inoculum, cultures of the fungus were grown on 
two percent potato-dextrose agar in tube slants or in petri 
dishes at a temperature of 20-83O C. Ab\ind.ant production of 
endoconidia resulted in abaxt seven days. These cultures 
were then flooded with sterile water and scraped with a rub­
ber spatula to make up a spore suspension. The suspension 
was then poured through cheesecloth to eliminate fragments 
of agar and mycelium. 
By using a Levy counting chamber the number of spores 
par milliliter was detormined. A concentration, of approxi­
mately 200,000 spores per milliliter was used for inoculation 
purposes• 
Large trees were inoculated by uainfr, the Council Tool 
axo described in the ailvicide section. One or two holes 
were made at the base of the tree and one hole was made in 
the trunk about seven feet above the ^^rround. Ten milliliters 
of the spore suspension v/ere then poured into each holot For 
inocvrlating small pin oak trees at the State Forest Nursery a 
hypodermic syringe vuia used. The needle was in.iected into 
the outer layers of aapv/ood at the base of the tree. One 
half milliliter of inoculwn was slov/ly forced into the steiru 
•^I'ho same procedure was followed in the new growth at the top 
of the tree, Thus, each tree was Inoculated tv/ice to insure 
infection. 
Results 
Soil applications 
Chemicals were not effective for curing oak wilt when 
aioplied to large trees after symptoms had been expressed. 
Table 18. Some control was realized with trees that v/ere 
treated before infection. One tree, treated with Vancide-bl, 
was within root graft distance of other wilting trees and 
showed symptoms of oak wilt ten days after the first spray 
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n a"ble 18. Effectiveness of chemicals In curing or preventing 
oak wilt when applied to the root zones of red oak 
trees at Pilot Knob State Park and Ames 
Treatments 
and dates of 
application 
D.B.H. 
(Inches) 
Symptom e3?pre33ion 
at time of treatment 
Length of time 
to succumb to 
oak wilt 
Vanolde-41 
Aug. 1 and 
8, 1952 
12 
12 
First signs of 
symptoms 
First signs of 
symptoms 
60 days 
60 days 
D1thane D-14 
Aug. 2,8 and 
22, 1952 
12 First signs of 
symptoms 
90 days 
Vancid0-51 
Au;?;. 8 and 
22, 1952 
12 Near oak wilt tree 
Symptoms showed 
10 days after 
first treatment 
335 days 
Vanclde-51 
July 14 and 
27, 1953 
14 Near oak wilt tree Alive (1954) 
B.T.C.~471 
Aug. 22 and 
30, 1952 
8 Inoculated 10 days 
after treatment 
90 days 
B.'r.C.-471 
July 14 and 
27, 1953 
16 Hear oak wilt tree 300 days 
apx'ilication. The following spring 50 percent of the tree 
leafed out and lacked oak wilt symptoms. It wasn't until 
late July that this tree finally succumbed to oak wilt. Tv/o 
red oak trees wero treated on private property in Amea using 
the soil injection method in 1953. Both of these trees v/ero 
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v/l.t,hln root fraft distance of an oak wilt diseased tree. The 
following season one of these trees came dov/n with oak v/ilt. 
I.his tree had been siven two treatments of chemical B.T.C. 471 
but tlie soil was hard and di-y and distribution of the chemical 
was probably quite poor. The other tree which was -iven two 
treatments of Vancide-51 v/as still alive in 1954« Admittedly, 
conclusions can not be based on such limited observation. 
Vancide-51 did appear, however, to give some control in these 
two separate cases when applied before symptom expression. 
To explore further the possibilities of prophylaxis as 
opposed to therapy an experiment was established in 1953 
using four chemicals. Table 19. Four trees were used for 
each, with one inoculated check per chemical. These chemi­
cals were applied ten days before inoculation with fa/-!:ace-
arum which allowed for good up-take of the chemicals. The 
average d.b.h, of these trees was 8,5 inches. These plots 
were established at Pilot Knob State Park in areas where the 
soil vma soft and pliable which jpernrlttod good distribution 
of the chemicals around the root zones. TVie following year. 
May, 1954, four trees vere still alive. Table 19. Two of 
these trees had been treated with B,T.C. 471 and two v/ith 
Vancide-51. Similar results ware obtained with both treat­
ments, each having one tree completely free from oak wilt 
and each having a tree which had partly succumbed to oak 
wilt. The diseased trees were defoliated completely by 
Table 19. Effectlvenean of oheralcala In prevontlnj, oak wilt 
when applied to the root zones of rod oak trees 
at Pilot Knob State I'ark in 1953 
Percentage crown infection 
at 5 dates 
Aug. Aug. Aug. Sept. May 
TrGatmenf^ 
Tree D.B.H, 6, 14, 22, 12, 12, 
no. (inches) 1953 1953 1953 1953 1954 
Vancide-41 1 9 0 5 90 100 100 
2 6 0 25 100 100 100 
3 8 0 0 10 40 100 
4 9 0 30 100 100 100 
B.T'.C. 471 1 10 0 r; 100 100 100 
2 8 0 0 10 40 50 
3 7 0 0 0 0 0 
4 11 0 0 50 95 100 
Vanclde-51 1 9 0 0 5 20 100 
2 11 0 0 0 0 40 
3 8 0 0 5 60 100 
4 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Dithane 1 7 0 0 5 60 100 
D-14 2 8 0 5 50 60 100 
3 8 0 20 90 100 100 
4 8 0 0 50 100 100 
Inoculated 1 12 0 10 100 100 100 
ohooka 2 10 0 5 50 90 100 
3 11 0 5 80 90 100 
4 10 0 5 50 100 100 
•^'"All chemicals were applied June 23, 1953, 10 days before 
inocnlatlcn. 
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Augist, 1954, leaving one healthy tree each for B.T.C. 471 
and Vancide-51. The reat  of the t rees in these t roatraGnta 
ahov;ed a varying amount of trunk and limb sproutiv\r du.rini3 
the early i^.rt of the season. Of all the treatments, the 
VancldQ-41 treated trees seemed to die the most rapidly. The 
Dithane D-14 treated trees prodvxced trunk and limb sprouting 
quite profusely during the spring and aummerj hut later died 
completely. All inoculated check trees became infected and 
wore completely dead except for sproutinf; on tv;o trees the 
spring of 1954. These results plus those of the previous 
season look promising from the stand point of proj>hylactic 
treatments. More control might have been obtained had the 
treatments been repeated, Table 19. There is a good possi­
bility that the chemicals are active for only a limited time 
in the soil as well as in the trees. Thus, applyinj^ the 
chemicals B.T.C, 471 and Vancide~51 several times during the 
season might very well have resulted in control particularly 
on those trees that shov/ed only partial Infection the follov;-
inf;; spring. Also, it was noted from the results that trees 
treated with Vancide-51 took longer to su.ccumb to oak wilt 
than trees in the other treatments, possibly Indicating a 
more lastinj'; effect of this chemical. 
Results from testing five chemicals that had shown 
promise for control of oak wilt when applied as ^prophylactics 
and therapeutants revealed no significant differexice in 
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efrcctivonesa when tho data were subjected to statlatlcal 
analysis. Tables 20 and 21. Dil'ferences between chemical 
doaages and times of application were also shown to be non­
significant. 'I'ho results are expressed as average percent" 
ai^es of top remaining healthy one year after treatraent. 
Table 20. Each figure is tabulated according to replication 
and timo of application and reiicesents the average for ten 
trees which constituted each experimental unit. 
All trees in times one and two for all replications 
wore Inoculated with spore suspensions of E, fa;j:acear-urn on 
tho same day. Very little Infection resulted on trees in 
replication one as shovi/n by the inoculated check trees. 
Somewhat better infection occurred in replication tv;o. 
Neither of the first tvro replications showed the amount of 
Infection observed in replications three and four in which 
nearly 100 porcont infection occurred from the inoculations. 
These results account for the high mean square value found 
for replications in Table 21. It is difficult to explain 
the reason for variable results obtained from inoculations 
on the same day with the 3G.me inoculum. The only factor which 
might account for the difference is that It rained during the 
Qftornoon of the day inoculations were made. Inoculation of 
trees was completed during this rain in replications three 
and four which showed the best results. This phenomenon 
might be worthy of further investigation. 
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Table 20, JSffectlveneas of five chemicals for preventing or curing oak wilt when applied 
State Forest Nuraeiy, Ames, 1953 
OP-4370 Dithane D-lH Vanclde-51 BTO-471 1 
Rate Rate Rate Rate 1 
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 1 
500 2500 500 2500 500 2500 500 2| 
Ret). 0 T3m T)TRn 0 mm T)r«a 0 •PDJn •Dm 0 
Time 1 1 81.0* 82,0 75.0 70.0 85,0 100,0 90,0 61,5 70.0 51,0 52.0 91 
treated 
26,0 ten days 2 13,0 18,0 H5.5 60,0 38,0 59.0 63,5 UI+.5 11,0 50,5 j 
before 
inoculation 3 9.0 H7.0 20.0 12.5 58.5 U8.5 23.5 U1.5 25.0 19.0 1+7.0 3I 
U 17.0 10,0 U.5 12.0 20,5 12.0 18.5 39.0 33,0 2.5 ro
 
.
 
0
 
Totals 120.0 157.0 IH5.O 120,5 22U,0 198,5 191.0 205.5 172,5 83.5 175.5 I'J 
302.0 1+22.5 378,0 323.0 1 
Time 3 1 63.0 70.0 80,0 100,0 69.0 71.0 80,0 80,0 80,0 100,0 90.0 lOj 
treated 
23,0 U0,O '+2,5 ten days 2 22.0 53,5 90.0 90.0 80,0 80,0 80.0 51.0 loj 
after 
10,0 H.5 16,0 Inootilation 3 25.0 21.5 Ho.o 9.5 27.0 1+6,0 23,0 39.0 21 
u 8,0 8,5 1.5 5.0 17.0 .32,0 15.5 8,0 10.0 10,0 21.5 1 
Totals IOU.O 131,0 119,5 183,5 197,5 233.0 185.0 157.5 216,0 213,0 201,5 23I 
250,5 1+30,5 373.5 H37.0 1 
(Jrand 22^,0 28g,0 26U,5 30U,0 ^21,5 '+31.5 376.0 363,0 388.5 296,5 377,0 38| 
totals — 
776,5 1157.0 1127.5 1056,5 
Radi figure is the average of ten trees obtained "by eatlmatlng the percentage of topi 

tttlng or curing oak wilt when applied to the root zones of flve-^ear-old pin oak trees. 
caiemloala 
vancida-51 
Rate 
BTO-471 
Rate 
Vanclde'JH 
Rate 
Totals 
RB+.A 
3 
DO 
0 1 
500 
0 vtira 
2 
2500 
TyDm 
0 1 
500 
0 TJTjm 
2 
2500 
T)Tiim 
0 1 
500 
0 pm 
2 
2500 
Dm 
0 1 
500 
0 lapin 
2 
2500 
PTan 
Totals 
Hates 
1 & 2 
t.o 90.0 61.5 70.0 51.0 52.0 90.0 SO.O 50.0 90.0 372,0 330.5 U25.O 755.5 
k.o 59.0 63,5 UU,5 11.0 50.5 7.5 51.0 33.5 22,0 160.0 225.5 157.5 383.0 
23.5 U1.5 25.0 19.0 1+7.0 30.0 12.5 3U,0 2U,0 76.5 228,0 l»+7.5 375.5 
I2.0 18.5 39.0 33.0 2,5 26,0 20,0 17.5 7.5 16.5 67.5 103,0 86,0 189.0 
h»5 191.0 205.5 172.5 83.5 175.5 IU7.5 161.0 125.0 152.5 676.0 887,0 Si6,o 1703.0 
37s.0 323,0 277.5 2379.0 
fl.o so.o go,o 80,0 100,0 90.0 100.0 90.0 70.0 90.0 U33,0 379,0 U21,0 800,0 
lo.o 80,0 U2.5 80,0 SO.O 51.0 100.0 80,0 70.0 68,0 316.5 301,5 360,0 661.5 
lo.o 9.5 27.0 ^6,0 23,0 39,0 23,0 17.0 23.0 27.0 8U,5 115.0 152.0 267.0 
la.o 15.5 g.o 10.0 10.0 21,5 12,5 15.5 37.0 11.5 ,5l+.o 92.0 67.5 159.5 
feoO 185.0 157.5 216,0 213.0 201.5 235.5 202.5 200.0 196.5 888,0 887,5 1000,5 1888,0 
373.5 H37.O 396,5 2776,0 
r'^ 376.0 363,0 388,5 296,5 377,0 383,0 363,5 325.0 3^9,0 3591.0 
1127.5 1056,5 1037,5 5155.0 
d "by estimating the percentage of top remaining healthy one year after treatment. 
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Table 21. Effeotiveneaa of five chemicals for preventing or 
curing oak wilt when applied to the root zones of 
five-year-old pin oak treea. State Forest Nursery, 
Araea, 1953. Analyaia of data in Table 20 
Source d.f, Sums of 3 guar eg 
Mean 
aauares 
Whole plot 
Replicationg 
Times 
Rep. X Times 
Sub plots 
Treatments 
Chemicals 
Rates (1 vs. 2) 
Chem. X Rates 
Control (O rates 
vs. Tr. 1 & 3) 
Treatments x Times 
Ohera. X Times 
Rates X Times 
Chem. X Rates 
X Times 
(Control vs. Tr.) 
X Times 
3 
1 
3 
10 
10 
4 
1 
4 
4 
1 
4 
41,049.95 
527.83 
4,081.42 
4,187.30 
3,398.71 
13,683.31 
527.83 
1,360.47 
3,152.34 
22.10 
119.66 
893.20 
1,340.52 
323.72 
710.88 
418,73 
788.11 
22.10 
29.91 
893.20 
339.87 
335.13 
323.72 
177,72 
1,023.59 1,023.59 
Error 92 50,750.58 551.64 
Total 119 103,995.79 
None of the differences was significant. 
104. 
Du.e to the fact that the percentacca for each experi­
mental iinit wore baaed on leas than 100 troea and the range 
extended from leaa than 20 ]:ercent to more than 80 percent 
the  fi,f v r e a  i n  T a h l e  2 0  wor n  c o n v e r t e d  t o  on^r' - T e s ,  T ' a h l e  2 2 ,  
Anrle a correspondin/r to the yorcontar.ea were taken from 
'I'ahle 16n8 in Snedecor (1946), Resxiilta from atatiatical 
analysis of theae data correspond closely to those from 
analysis of actual p-ercentapog, Tables 21 and 23. AlthoM.;;h 
differences botvireen treatnents and treatments x times v/ere 
non3ir':nlficant, the F values for them, v/ero somewhat hif^hor 
when the converted, data were analyzed, Table 24, 
At t.be bep;inninp of this experiment caliper readin£-;3 
in centimctors vwrc taken at the baae of the trees before 
they loafed out and again in tlie fall after the experiment 
vjas comjiloted. The differences between the readings gave 
the increment of growth in centimeters for each tree. Table 
25. Each figure represonts the average increment of .'.growth 
in centimeters for each experimental unit of ten trees. 
Analyais of these data revealed no significant differences 
between chemicals, rates, or times of application. Table 26. 
The two methods of oatimatlnf; chem.ical control of oak 
wilt (percentage of top healthy after treatment and increment 
of growth) were evalviated by comparing the P values for 
times, treatments and treatments x times. Table 24. The F 
val-ues were found to bo similar in size, suggesting the two 
105 
TsM.e :?2. "'ifftfctlvenrjs'j of flvo cJumicalw for pi^ p.venting oj? carin,)); nal: -flit -^ Imn applied t 
State Forest Nursery, 195^* aver&ge percentages of Tablo 20 converted 
crJ^37o Dltlinlio »-lH Vaiicld0-51 BT0»U71 
Rata Hat(^, Bato Rate 
0 1 2 0 1 c n 1 2 0 1 2 
500 2500 500 2500 500 2500 500 25( 
Ren. 0 man T5m 0 Tinm 0 TiTHn ntoi 0 nm T?T>B 
Tlmo 1 1 56.8 6U.9 60.0 6li.3 67.2 90.0 I15.6 51.7 56.8 71.6 U6,2 71. 
treated 
19. H t«n clay a 2 21.1 25.0 Us.U 30.7 50.R 3:^.1 50.2 5:3.3 Hi.8 >'5.3 15. 
•before 
^'9.9 if-H.i 'W.l lnc»culp.tlon :? 17.5 H3.7 2r,.6 20.7 29.0 30.0 25.8 H3.3 
U sH.U 13.H 12.3 20.3 26.9 20.3 35.5 3:?.6 35.0 9.1 30,6 aoj 
Totnls 119.s 152.0 i'n.3 135.9 1^2.5 150.3 1(33,2 163,6 125.9 165 1^01 
293,3 3«7.3 3U6.0 306.1 1 
Time 3 1 52.5 56,8 63.H 30.0 56.2 J/.H 63. 63.U 63.H 90.0 71.6 901 
treated 
ten days 2 2S.7 H3,S 87.9 63.U n.r> 71.f H7.O U0.7 G;i.H o3..1| ii5.6 'W. 
after 
23.6 Inoculatloxi 3 ifi.H 12,3 30.0 27.3 39.2 17.9 31.3 U2.7 28.7 33.1 28. 
u 16.H 16.9 7.0 12.9 3?!.5 ^?3.9 :^,o U,U 18.U ^7.6 20. 
Totttlo 116,0 129.8 121.9 196.3 189.6 192.6 152.2 1U3.U 187.9 200.5 182.9 228, 
251 .7 38^: .2 331 .3 Jill.6 
Orcmd 235,8 281.S 25:3.2 332.2 3SU.»I 3«5.1 302.5 326.6 351.5 326,U 3l^g,3 369. 
7R0.8 1101.7 980,6 loUH.i 

[ntlng or curlnj^ oaJr '/yllt -vhm applied to th*? root gones of flvo-ye-^r-old ;'>ln ofi!r tr©»s, 
er&ge percentages of Table 20 converted to mglea 
ChmilCBlc 
Vflnoia0-51 
Rate 
BTO-U?! 
Rate 
0 
1 2 
500 2500 
TJDm VVBX 0 
1 c 
500 2500 
-Dm 2221-. 
Vanalde-Ul 
Bate 
0 
1 c 
500 2500 
-PTWII •PTna 
Totals 
0 12 Totals 
500 J?500 Rntes 
J m XAz.. 
1,0 >45.(5 51.7 56,(1 71,6 UG.s 71,6 Uo.o 71.6 
h.l 50.2 5:?.« "5-9.^ ''5.3 15.9 35.U 37.9 
i-H.l 29,0 Uo.l 30.0 ,?5.S H3.3 3r»,2 Z),l 35.7 ?9.3 
25.5 33.6 35.0 9.1 '^ 0,6 20.0 :-U.7 15.9 ?3.9 
301.6 370,0 350.0 
167,0 ?09.3 166.1 
113.7 212.7 163.2 
lOH.O 130.U 111.5 
620.0 
375 .u 
375.9 
k'.5 150.3 1(13,2 163,6 125.9 i65,U lUo.7 15H,H 127.0 152.7 686.3 S22.U 790.0 1613.2 
3l|6.f? 306,1 279,7 2299.5 
63.63.U 63,H 90.0 71.6 90.0 
fl.f U7.0 U0.7 63.H o3.U it5.6 90.0 
159.2 17.9 31.3 U2,7 2(3.7 33.1 2?!.0 
23,9 i?,0 It'^.H 1(5.U 27.6 20.7 
71.6 56.K 71.6 367.5 30U.?! 3U5.g 650.6 
63.lf 56.8 55.5 i265.9 25B.5 30g,U 566.9 
2U.3 22.7 31.3 119.3 137.7 l6U.fl 302.5 
23.9 27,5 19.f^ 95.5 12H.5 90.3 21U.S 
1)2,6 152,2 ll»3.U lf{7.9 200.5 1(^2,9 aSB.U 183.2 179.6 17s.2 ' f5>lg,2 825.5 909.3 173U.g 
5m1.6 331.3 35s.0 2583,0 
|.?5.1 302.5 ^26,6 351.5 326.Jf 3UB.3 369.U ^37.6 306.8 330.9 33Ug.O 
9B0.6 loUU.i 975.3 Usg2.5 
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Table 23. Effactivenesa of five chemicals for preventing or 
curing oak wilt when a]:)i5lled to the root zones of 
five-year-old pin oak trees. State Forest Kuraery, 
Ames, 1953. Analysis of data in Table 22 
Source d.f, Sums of squares 
Mean 
squares 
Wiole lilot 
Replications 3 
Times 1 
Rep. X Times 3 
Sub plots 
Treatments 10 
Chemicals 
Rates (1 vs. 2) 
Chem. X Rates 
Control (O rate 
V3. Tr. 1 & 3) 
Treatments x Times 10 
Chem. X Times 
Rates X Times 
Chem. X Rates 
X Times 
(Control vs. Tr.) 
X Times 
Error 92 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
18,443.95 
184,80 
1,981.73 
6,147.98 
184.80 
660.57 
2,27 5.72 227,57 
8.806.79 451.89 
34,10 34,10 
90,43 22.61 
344.40 344.40 
2,270,29 227.03 
1.018.80 254,70 
166,50 166,50 
449,79 112,44 
635.20 635,20 
24,812,32 269.69 
Total 119 49,968,81 
None of the differences was algnifleant, 
Table 24, Comparison of P values' for times, treatments and 
treatments x times for two methods of estimating 
chemical control of oak wilt (percentage of top 
healthy after treatment and Increment of growth) 
Percentage of top 
healthy after treatment 
F values from 1'' values from percent- Increment 
percentages a^es converted to angles of CTOwth 
Times ,4211 ,2798 .4646 
Treatments .7 591 ,8438 ,4242 
Treat.xTlmea .6161 ,8418 ,6969 
%one of these B' values was significant. 
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Table 25. Effectiveness of five cliernicols for preventing or curing oak wilt on flvo-ye 
growth. State Forest Hursery, Ames, 1953 
CP-U370 
Re-n. 
1 2 
500 2500 
-PTMn vxm 
D1 thane D-l4 
Ohemicala 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 
500 2500 
PT)m T)T)m 
Vanolde-51 
Rate 
1 2 
500 2500 
•pm ppm 
BTC-U7I 
Hate 
0 
1 
500 
JffiS-
2 
JL 
Time 1 
treated 
ten days 
before 
inoculntion 
1 ,1S5 .151 .21S 
2 .093 .05^  •132 
3 .111 .205 .130 
H .229 .313 .236 
.I6H .151 .IU9 
.122 .125 .133 
.216 .a)2 .191 
.185 .139 .1^1^ 
.I7U .1^ 13 .233 
,081 .169 .106 
.199 .192 .230 
.201 .282 .22U 
.220 ,128 
,191 .203 
,0S6 .128 
.208 .218 
Totals .618 
.688 ,a6iL_4aa 
1,23b 
.655 ,786 jqg 
1.579 
.705 ailL 
1.27 
Time 2 1 .209 .215 .189 
treatment 2 .155 .077 .115 
without 3 .159 .259 .122 
Inoculation 1+ .239 .281 .I90 
.103 .175 .16s 
.220 .155 .093 
.3ll|- .273 .12^  
.206 .251 .233 
.166 ,295 .177 
.066 .105 .095 
.2U3 .350 .13U 
.302 .30U .195 
.191 .205 
.083 .166 
.277 .326 
.210 .201+ 
Totals .762 .8:^ 2 .616 
1.UU8 
.8^ 3 .85U .618 
I.U72 
.777 1.05U .601 
1.655 
.771 .9,Q1 ,.y., 
iTSf 
Time 3 
treated 
ten deye 
after 
inoculation 
1 .186 ,153 .208 
2 .IH2 .191 .133 
3 .loU ,o6U ,172 
U ,2HU ,2^ 15 .2^ 2 
,187 .213 ,lH6 
.106 .216 .157 
,090 .13U .126 
.332 .Hoi .202 
,236 ,183 .195 
.178 ,183 ,200 
,120 .120 .125 
.273 ,21s .167 
.169 .129 
.116 ,097 
,175 M 
.105 ,3ll4-
Totals ,676 .653 .755 
l,lK)8 
.715 M .631 ,807 .70U ,687 .565 .681 . 
1.595 1.391 
1  ^
I'-ach figure represents the average increment of growth in centlmetere for ten tre 

)r preventing or cixrlng osk wilt on flve-yejjT-old pin oak trees as Indicated by increment of 
». 1953 
b D-lil 
be 
Vanolde-51 
Hate 
BTO-.U71 
Rate 
Vancide-M'l 
Rate 
Totals 
Rate 
2 
p 2500 
h wm 
0 
0 
1 2 
500 2500 
•pm -Dtan 
0 
0 
1 
500 
ppm 
2 
2500 
vm 
0 
0 
1 2 
500 2500 
mam TDtini 
0 
0 
1 
500 
ppm 
2 
2500 
T)pm 
Q-rand 
totals 
tl .IU9 
E5 .133 
P2 .191 
h .i^t6 
.17^ 
,Ogl 
.199 
.201 
.ll^3 .233 
,169 .106 
.192 .230 
.282 .22U 
.220 
.191 
.086 
.208 
.128 
.203 
.128 
.218 
.152 
.107 
.110 
.228 
.I6U 
Ms 
.135 
.286 
.187 .225 
.055 .I6H 
.1H4 .161 
.216 .1^ 
.907 
.635 
.7^7 
1.109 
.760 
.606 
.871 
1.168 
.977 
.6U2 
.822 
.97H 
2.61+U 
1.885 
2.^ 
3.251 
b .6iq .655 .786 .793 .705 .S77 .597 .73U .602 .6qO 3.^K30 3.U05 3.U15 10.220 
[1.236 1.579 1. 274 1.292 10.220 
h .16s 
p5 .093 
Pr? .I2U 
B1 .233 
,166 
.066 
.?U3 
.302 
.295 .177 
.105 .095 
.350 .13H 
.30U .195 
.191 
.083 
.277 
.210 
.205 
.166 
.326 
.20U 
.211 
.157 
.IU3 
.267 
.139 
.180 
.237 
.262 
.200 .163 
.I3U .111 
.200 .202 
.3^5 .191 
.808 
.71U 
1.230 
1.219 
1.090 
.637 
I.U08 
1.3S5 
.90s 
.571 
.725 
1.076 
2.806 
1.922 
3.363 
3.680 
h .618 .777 l.O^U .601 .771 .9Q1 .778 ,818 .879 .667 3.971 U.520 3.280 11.771 
11.U72 1.655 1. 679 1.5^6 11.771 
1.3 .IH6 
1.6 .157 
p .126 
1)1 .202 
»236 
.17s 
.120 
.273 
.183 .195 
.183 .200 
.120 .125 
.21s .167 
.169 
.116 
,175 
.105 
.129 
.097 
.141 
,3lU 
.237 
.172 
, .123 
.275 
.189 
.088 
.158 
.217 
.145 .l[03 
.235 .IU3 
.082 .103 
.238 .199 
.967 
.630 
.6U7 
1.171 
.823 
.922 
.5UI 
I.U16 
1.189 
.805 
.6U9 
1.085 
2.979 
2.357 
1.837 
3.672 
KU .631 .SO7 .70U .687 .565 .681 .807 ,652 .700 .8US 3.UI5 3.702 3.728 IO.8U5 
11.595 1.391 1.1+88 1.5^8 IO.8H5 
ement of growth in centiineterfl for ten trees 
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Table 26. EffGctivencaa of five chemicals for preventing or 
curing oak wilt on five-year-old pin oak treea as 
indicated by increment of growth. State Forest 
Nursery, Ames, 1953. Analysis of data in Table 25 
Source d.f. Sums of squares 
Mean 
squares 
\'\ihole plot 
Replications 
Times 
Rep. X Times 
Sub plot a 
Treatments 
Chemicals 
Rates (1 vs. 2) 
Chem. X, Rates 
Control (0 rates 
vs. Tr. 1 & 3) 
Treat, x Times 
Chera. X Times 
Rates X Times 
Chem. X Rates 
X Times 
(Control vs. Tr.) 
X Times 
3 
1 
3 
10 
10 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
.1004 
.0046 
.0298 
.0140 
.0234 
.0014 
.0000 
.0110 
.0016 
.0127 
.0001 
.0106 
•0000 
.0335 
.0046 
.0099 
.0014 
.0004 
.0000 
.0027 
.0016 
.0023 
.0032 
.0001 
.0027 
.0000 
Error 92 ,2999 .0033 
Total 119 .4721 
None of the dlfforences v/as significant. 
109 
methods were eq\ial in sensitivity for determining the effec­
tiveness of chemical treatments. 
When increments of growth data for times 1, 2, and 3 
were analyzed separately additional information became avail­
able. As shovm in Figure 15, increment of grov/th for time 2 
appeared to increase when the chemicals were applied at the 
rate of 500 p.p.m. and in most cases appeared to decline 
sharply when they were applied at tVie rate of 2500 p.p.m. 
Analysis of variance of time 2 data, Table 27, revealed the 
differences between rates to be highly significant, the 
linear and quadratic effects each bein^5 significant. The 
Table 27. Analysis of variance of data on increment of growth 
for tiri'e 2 (treatment without inoculation), Table 
25 
Source d. f . Sums of squares Mean squares 
Replications 
Chemicals 
Rates 1 & 2 X Chem. 
Rates 
Linear 
Quadratic 
Error 
3 
4 
4 
2 
46 
1 
1 
.119 
.005 
.008 
,039 
.025 
.014 
.112 
.039 
.001 
.019** 
.025^ 
.014* 
.002 
Total 59 ,283 
^^Significant at the 5 percent level. 
^^^Signifleant at the 1 percent level. 
_ Van»-5l ^ BTG-lt71 ^ Vano~l _ CP-I137O _ Dithane 
i'xme 
/OOO 
rime 
3 .loo 
H~oo 
O Foo i5oo 25*00 ^ 5*00 ?5*oo 2-505 ^ l5oo ^ 5"oo 
Rates in parts per million 
25a-> o ^ 00 l5oo 
Pig'ore 15, The relationship betv;een the increment of growth of five-year 
Din oaks and aoialications of chemicals at fcvo rates o 
Ill 
highly algnlfleant linear effects Indicated Incroaao of photo­
toxicity with rate (decrease in growth increment with increase 
in rate). That this increase was loss at the lower rates 
vms indicated by the significant quadratic effects. IT so of 
the grov/th increment data in this statistical analysis led to 
the discovery of phytotoxlc effects not suspected and not 
revealed "by estimating percentage of top remaining healthy 
after treatment* The only chemical exJ-rlblting phytotoxicity 
through foliage symptoms was the experimental chemical Cr~4370 
received from Monsanto Chemical Co. Strap leaves similar to 
those shown in herbicide Injury occvirred on the nev/ growth 
shortly after treatment and again the following sjifing. This 
injury was less pronounced on trees receiving the chemical at 
500 p.p.m. There were no indications of phytotoxic effects 
on the foliage of plants treated v;ith the other chemicals. 
Growth increment readings, however, indicated probable toxic 
effects of all chemicals except possibly B.T.C. 471. These 
toxic effects may have neutralized any beneficial effects 
produced by the treatments. 
Even thougji separate analyses of results pertaininf!; to 
growth increments in times 1 and 2 revealed no significant 
differences in the effectiveness of chemicals applied at 
tv/o rates, certain trends appeared when the data were graphed. 
Figure 15. Chemicals CP-4-370 and Vancide-51 exhibited pos­
sible prophylactic action while Dithane D~14, B.T.C. 471 and 
112 
Vanclde~41 indicated a therapetrbic action. B.T.C, 471 and 
Vancide~41 avpeared more oi'Tectlve as the rates were increased. 
-Any beneficial effcct of Dithane 0-14 was posaibD^y masked by 
the toxlcit7/ of the higher dosage of ^3500 p.p.m. 
Foliafj:e applications 
i:ieVQn cheraicala with adjuvants were tested on their 
ability to alleviate infection when applied as foliage sprays 
to six-year-old pin oaks, Table 28. The trees were inocu­
lated in the aanio manner aa small trees, tialng a hypodermic 
syringe to introdu.ce the apore suspension into the outer 
layer or two of sapwood. Two chemical applications v/ere made 
six and eighteen days after inoculation. Twelve trees wore 
treated with each chemical as follov/s: four trees with the 
chemical alone, four v/ith chemical jjIus Triton-B-1956 and 
fou.r with chemical plus Ivfultifllm. The chemicals were ap­
plied to both the upper and lov/er surfaces of the leaves 
until run-off occurred. 
Malacliite green, Merculine "100" and Mercupron showed 
evidence of bein,f.^ effective therapeutanta. Of the three, 
the ^ /'alachite ep?een and Mercupron plots each had six com­
pletely healthy trees left a year after treatment. Use of 
adjuvants did not increase the effectiveness of the chemicals 
to any appreciable amount. 
None of the inoculated checks was completely dead a 
Table 28. Effectiveness of chemicals vri.th ad;5uvants in curing oak wilt when applied 
as foliage sprays to six-year-old pin oak trees. State P'crest Nursery, 
Mies, 1952"" 
Chemical and ad.iuvant 
Number 
treated 
Ifumber 
dead 
Number healthy 
I'iC 
dieback Dieback 
Jiuraber 
with 
syraiDtoms 
Percentage 
diseased 
Vaneide-42 4 0 1 3 
Vancide-42 * Trlton-B-1956 4 0 2 2 67 
VanGide-42 * I.niltifilm 4 0 1 3 
Vancide-51 4 0 3 1 
Vancid,e-51 + Trlton-B-1956 4 0 1 3 67 
Vanclde-51 + l-tultifilm 4 0 4 
Dithane D-14 4 0 1 3 
rdthane D-14 1riton-B-1956 4 0 4 33 
Dithane D-14 + Mltifilm 4 0 1 3 
B.T.C. 471 4 1 1 2 
B.T.C. 471 f Triton-B-1956 4 0 1 3 75 
B.T.C. 471 f IvTultifilm 4 0 1 3 
Merculine "100" 4 0 3 1 
Merculine "100" + Trlton-B-1956 4 0 2 2 50 
IvTerculine "100" t /-lultifilEi 4 1 1 2 
Mercupron 4 0 1 3 
50 Mercupron * Triton-B-1956 4 0 5 1 
Mercupron * I-Iultifilm 4 0 2 2 
Results taken one year after the trees were treated. 
'"^Chemicals applied at the rate of 5000 p.p.m. Adjuvants at 1000 p.p.m. 
Table 28. (Continued) 
Chemical and ad.lnvant 
Ifamber healthy rJumher 
Kumber Kumber lio with 
treated dead. dleback Dieback aymptoma diseased 
i- er cent age 
Cupron "100" 
Cupron "100" Triton-B-1956 
Cupron "100" •* Rfultifilm 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
4 
S3 
Mercusol 
Mercusol 
Mercusol 
* Triton-B-1956 
+ I5altifilm 
4 
4 
4 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
4 
2 
1 
73 
Furatized Apple Spray 
Paratized Apple Spray 
-r Triton-B-1956 
Paratized Apple Spray 
4 T.'ultixilm 
4 
4 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
/t 75 
Malachite Green 4 
Ealachite Green •»> Triton-B-1956 4 
I^alachite Creen Jfultifilm 4 
1 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
44 
T.M.T.D. 
T.M.T.D. * Tritcn-B-1956 
T.M.T.D. ivhiltifilm 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
64 
Inoculated checks 33 0 23 70 
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year after Inoculation. Seven were atlll healthy, three had 
died back from oak wilt from the previous year but did not 
exhibit active aymptoma. Tv;enty-three of the trees had con­
siderable die-back with active symptoms. Apparently, \inlike 
largo red oaks, smaller trees are able to survive oak v;llt 
infection. This type of infection phenomenon was observed 
with all experiments using small trees. 
Phytotoxlclty in the form of marginal burning and necro­
tic flecking of the leaves v/as most severe v/ith Merculine 
"100", r-uratized apple spray and Dithane D-14. Leas severe 
injiiry waa noted on B.T.C. 471 treated trees, v;ith little or 
no injury resulting from the other treatments. Later experl-
montg revealed Merouline "100" to be non-toxic at 100 p.p.m. 
and B.T.C. slightly toxic when used at 1000 p.p.m. in con­
junction with adjuvants. 
Although E.T.C. 471 did not prove effective for curing 
oak wilt as shown by the results in Table 28, earlier obser­
vations indicated alleviation of oak wilt symptoms when 
treatments were applied after inoculation. This prompted 
further investigation of B.T.C, 471 as a possible therapeutant 
for application to the foliage of actively wilting trees. 
During the summer of 1953 a weekly survey was made in Pilot 
Knob Park for the purpose of selecting trees exhibiting the 
first stages of wilt. Eleven of these trees were sprayed 
with BoT.C. 471 alone and in conjunction with Tergitol 
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wetting Qgent-V, Terp;ltol p0netrant-4 and Triton-B-1956. 
Rach tree received at least two applications, some three. 
All eleven trees treated did not recover from the disease 
and wore observed to be completely dead the following spring. 
Table 29. 
Table 29. Effectiveness of chemical B.T.C,-471 in conjunction 
with adjuvants for curing oak wilt when applied to 
the foliage of large red oak trees at Pilot Knob 
State Park in 1953 
Percentage crown 
Dates Infection 
Chemical and 
ad jiivant'^'" 
applied 
1953 
D.B.H;.  
(in.) 
Sept. 12, 
1953 
June 9, 
1954 
B.T.C.-471 Alone June 24, 5 90 100 
July 3 & 10 
July 3 & 10 4 95 100 
July 3 & 10 3 100 100 
July 3 & 10 10 95 100 
July 3 & 10 3 100 100 
B,T.C.-471 + July 10 & 17 8 95 100 
Tergltol-4 July 10 & 17 8 90 100 
B.T.C.-471 + July 10 & 17 8 95 100 
Tergltol-7 
B.T.C.-471 f July 10 & 17 10 95 100 
Trlton-B-1956 July 10 & 17 8 100 100 
July 10 & 17 4 100 100 
'^''Both chemicals and adjuvants were applied at 1000 p.p.m. 
which produced some phytotoxic effects. 
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Dlscua aion 
'i'he chemotherapeutlc approach for the control of oak 
wilt on small and large trees appears to be a method vfell 
worth pursuing as shown from the promising results of this 
investigation and those of Hoffman (1951, 1953)« To date 
these investigations have dealt mainly with disclosing chemi­
cals and establishing techniques that show promise for the 
control of oak wilt. From the large number of chemicals 
screened thus far few have shown promise and none has given 
complete control# These reavilts vjould seem to indicate that 
factors other than chemical applications alone are involved, 
l#e., dosages, number of applications, lasting effects, 
host-parasite relationships in presence of chemicals, vessel 
plugging and soll-chemlcal interactions. However, it should 
be realized that chemotherapy is in its infancy and many 
techniques will have to be worked out to facilitate selec­
tion of chemotherapeutants. Plant claemotherapy is at present 
in the same stage of development as foliage protectant fungi­
cides were twenty years ago. Plant chemotherapy opens a new 
and interesting field with many problems waiting to be solved. 
The limited success achieved with prophylactic treat­
ments on a few large trees suggests this method has possi­
bilities for control of oak wilt. More than one application 
may be necessary in order to maintain protection over a 
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period of time. Dimond ^  (1952) found in their investi-
.';ration3 on I^aarium wilt of tomatoes that there was no evi­
dence with any compound indicating that plants once treated 
were rendered permanently resistant to disease. In fact, 
they found the effect of treatment was, in general, quite 
short-lived. In the case of oak trees one or two treatments 
a year might suffice to protect the tree until danger of oak 
wilt infection was over. The latter statement is made in 
reference to the possibility of protecting shade trees that 
are adjacent to diseased ones in a localized area. 
Unfortunately all foliage sprays were applied as thera-
peutants with no prophylactic treatments attempted. It would 
seem tliat if enough chemotherapeutant was applied to the 
foliage as a prophylactic over a period of time ppod absorp­
tion and distribution of the chemical in the trees could be 
obtained. Foliage treatments would be of particular value to 
trees where soil applications were not feasible, such as trees 
beside paved roads, sidewalks, or where the soil is hard. 
Therapeutic treatments of large trees exhibiting wilting 
symptoms mig^tit bo improbable in view of the fact that plugging 
of the vessels hj tyloses and. gums occurs quite rapidly. Re­
cent work by Struckmeyer £t aj^. (1954) showed that the devel­
opment of foliage vd.lt followed extensive vascular plugging 
and api'jeared to result from the lack of water. However, 
there might be a possibility of saving parts of trees once 
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the technique of therapeutic treatment has been perfected# 
In view of the fact that inoculated checks. In the case 
of small trees, seldom die completely but continue to live 
and produce new shoots each year prompted the search for a 
more sensitive teat for evaluating the effectiveness of 
chemicals. By measuring tree diameters before treatment and 
again at the end of the experiment, data v;ere obtained which 
correaioonded closely when analyzed with those obtained by 
estimating the percent a,!:!;o of top remaininf^ healthy one year 
after treatment. In addition, however, the growth increment 
data revealed possible beneficial effects of 500 p.p.m. and 
phytotoxic effects of 2500 These effects were not 
evident from inspection and v/oulcl have been overlooked if 
the diameters had not been measured. 
The fact that the uninoculated, untreated healthy check 
trees did not receive the extra gallon of water that the 
treated trees received might account for what appears to be 
beneficial effects of chemical treatment. Since, however, 
all trees received sufficient water before and after treat­
ments through the vise of overhead irrigation, the likelihood 
that the extra gallon of water produced a measurable effect 
is small, indeed. 
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SUMIVIARY 
Attracting birds to oak wilt areas with feeding stations 
was successful* Efforts were concentrated on trapping wood­
peckers and nuthatches at these feeding stations. A total 
of 305 birds were trapped, banded, tested for fungi and re­
leased. The following species v/ere caught: 208 downy wood­
peckers, 51 hairy woodpeckers, 26 chickadees, 16 nuthatches, 
2 red-bellied vjoodpeckers, and 2 blue jays. 
Trapping with eight automatic funnel traps during the 
season of 1952 was completely unsuccessful. A few birds were 
caught in feeder traps converted to an automatic type and 
placed on mat producing trees. 
In a few instances some birds v/ere seen pecking near or 
over bark cracks caused by the growth of the pads. Some of 
these birds were shot and brought back to the laboratory for 
thorough examination. E. fagacearum was not recovered from 
any of the birds examined. 
During the season of 1952 and 1953 various experiments 
were conducted to test the effectiveness of different chemi­
cals for killing red oak trees using four methods of applica­
tion. These were chemical applications to the basal portion 
of the trees, to frills in the bark, to holes in the basal 
portion of the trees and to the soil around trees. Chemicals 
were applied to trees during dormancy, bud-break, full-leaf 
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and seneacent-leaf• 
Dormant treatments of 10 jjercent 2,4,5-T oator in fuel 
oil applied as a "basal spray to frilled trees gave the quick­
est and most comjjlete top kill of red oak trees. For spring 
treatments (bud-break to full-leaf), 10 percent 2,4,5-T eater 
applied as a basal spray to either frilled or unfrilled trees 
killed the tops quickly and completely. Basal sprays applied 
to unfrilled trees during the full-leaf and senescent-leaf 
periods produced little In.^ury. 
Ammate applied to frills was sli{;,htly less effective than 
basal sprays of 10 percent 2,4,5-T applied to frilled trees 
during dormant anci bud-break periods. Applications of Ammate 
and sodium arsenite to holes in the bases of trees dxii'lng the 
dormant and spring periods produced vinsatisfactory results 
which were attribixted to poor lateral movement of the chemi­
cals. Sodium arsenite applied to frills during the full-
leaf period gave quick and complete kill of tops. Applica­
tions of concentrated 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D Amine to incomplete 
frills on the trunks of red oalc trees showed 2,4-D Amine to 
be far superior bo 2,4,5-T for top kill* 
Soil applications of C.M»U. and Sodium T.C.A. plus Atla-
cide were the least effective chemicals used for top kill of 
red oak trees. Only 50 percont complete top kill v/as ob­
tained vdth tlie highest rate of C.M.U. High rates of Sodium 
U'.C.A. gave only 20 percent top kill. 
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Results from all treatments applied during the senescent-
leaf period indicate red oalc trees are least susceptible to 
chemical injury during the fall season# 
Ten percent 2,4,5~T applied as basal api'ays to frilled 
trees durinn; the dormant, bud-break and fall-leaf periods 
produced root kill tvjo to three feet from the root collaro 
Basal sprays of 10 percent 2,4,5-T applied to unfrllled 
trees caxised the same amount of kill on trees treated during 
dormant and bud-break periods and little or no kill after-
v/ards. Root kill was lacking on all trees treated v/ith Am-
mate as indicated by profuse sprouting. Applications of so­
dium arson!te to frilled trees during the full-leaf period 
gave the beat root kill of all treatments. Bud-break ti'eat-
ments of concentrated amine salt of 2,4-D to frilled trees 
gave similar root kill. 
Results from Introducing chemicals to the root zones .of 
largo trees with the soil injection needle indicated this 
method to be well adapted to areas where the soil was soft and 
friable. Prophylactic treatments appeared to be more success-
i'ul than thernpoutic ones. Chemicals B.T.C,-471 and Vancide-
51 exhibited the most promise when applied to the root zones 
of large trees before inoculation. 
Statistical analysis of the resiilts from an experiment 
with 1800 five-year-old pin oak trees in which five chemi­
cals at three rates were injected into the root zones at 
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three timea revealed no significant differences between 
chemicals, rates and tiraea of application. Two techniques 
used to gather evidence on the effectiveness of the treat­
ments, (1) Estimating percentage of top remaining healthy 
after treatment, and (2) Measuring tree diameters at the be-
('•5lnnlnr; of the growing season (before treatment) and in the 
fall at the end of the experiment, produced usable evidence 
which was in close agreement. By analyzing statistically the 
grov/th increment data from time 2 (treated, non-inoculated 
checks) significant linear and quadratic effects were dis­
covered. The highly significant linear effects indicated 
Increase of phytotoxicity with rate. That this increase was 
less at the lower rates vms Indicated by the significant 
quadratic effects. Use of the grov/th Increment data in this 
statistical analysis led to the discovery of phytotoxlc ef­
fects not suspected and not revealed by estimating percent­
age of top remaining healthy after treatment. 
Eleven chemicals were tested as therapeutants when ap­
plied in conjunction with adjuvants to the foliage of six-
year-old trees. Malachite green, Mercullne "100" and Mer-
cupron showed some evidence of being effective. Adjuvants 
did not increase the effectiveness of the chemicals. 
.l*'ollage applications of B.T.0.-471 in conjunction with 
adjuvants to large trees to alleviate oalc wilt infections 
were unsuccessful# 
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